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nceton Will
Host To 1500
B.T.U. Session
hrist Above All" Is
eme Of Convention;
eakers' Tourney
'day Feature
ceton Baptists will be
next week to 1,500 persons
ted to attend the State
st Training Union Conven-
scheduled for April 10-13,
e First Baptist Church.
gistration of delegates will
at 12:30 o'clock Wednes-
April 10, in basement Room
1 of the local church and
nments to homes where
will be entertained during
stay here will be made.
e State Executive Commit-
will meet Wednesday after-
at 2 o'clock in Room No. 4,
e first floor of the church,
a banquet for adults will be
at the Princeton Hotel,
Rev. D. E. Jones and 0. L.
in charge, starting at 5:30
k.
incipal business session will
eld Friday afternoon, April
at 2:40 o'clock, the order of
h is: Minutes of 19440 con-
'on, report of treasurer,
es for 1947, reports of State
ers, recommendations of
Executive Committee, re-
of resolutions committee,
rt of nominating committee,
rt of the time and place
ittee.
t 3.40 o'clock Friday after-
the State Young People's
kers' tournament is schedul-
C. Aubrey Hearn, conducting,
the report of the judges at
o'clock.
incipal theme of the con-
ion will be "Christ Above
" and A. L. Gillespie, presi-
of the State group, will
ide. Dr. .1. G. Cothran, for-
pastor of the Baptist church
inceton will speak at the
ay morning session. "Book
e" will be maintained
ughout the entire session.
thodist Club
s 152 Members
1,000 Needed To Corn-
lete Work On Church,
en Are Told
. S. Sneed, chairman of the
ding committee, told 120
bers of the Methodist Men's
b at their meeting last Fri.
night that at least $1,000
e would be needed to corn-
building improvements at
church under way the last
ral months under the club's
sorship. Bills amounting to
4.33 already have been paid,
said. Twelve new members
fled the total to 152.
e dinner was prepared under
rvision of Mrs. C. H. Jaggers
served by the Woman's So-
ot Christian Service, Cir-
No. 2, Mrs. Homer Mitchell,
ident. A feature of the meet-
was the showing of motion
as of scenes and events
d Princeton, including the
acco Festival of other years,
horse show, boxing, etc, by
esy of Dr. B. L. Keeney.
e club's next regularly sche-
meeting is set for Friday
t, April 26, Howard York,
ident, announced.
ler Musicians •
e Rotary Program
Ann Pickering, Jimmy
ton, Rose Mitchell Randolph,
Farmer, Nancy Groom
nted a musical program for
entertainment of members
e Rotary Club at their regu-
weekly meeting Tuesday
t. Rotarians said the pro-
was a "rare treat."
h Western Auto Stores
hn H. (Bill) Presler has ac-
e position as clerk at the
rn Auto Associate Store.
Is a former employe of
ceton Cream and Butter Co.
_ PhYgicidit
Dr. W. L. Cash, physician
3 the Caldwell county Se-
tive Service Board in
orld War II, as he WU in
orld War I, received a gold
1, a lapel emblem and
engraved citation, from
President this week in
001tion of patriotic ser-
rendered. Members of
draft board, R. S..01*
, W. C. Sparks aid Say
were
Mayor And Council Of
Neighbor Town Move
To Increase Assessments
Dawson Springs' Mayor Clay
B. Morris and the city council,
face to face with the same de-
plorable situation which recent-
ly has stirred loud protest here
by taxpayers of insufficient
funds with which to meet de-
mands for expanded services to
residents of Princeton, have tak-
en steps to remedy their situ-
ation, according to a news dis-
patch prominently displayed in
last week's issue of the Daw-
son Springs Progress.
Mayor Morris and the council
have appointed a new board of
tax equalization, with C. B. Hall
as chairman and S. H. Dame
and Melvia Inglis as the other
members, with instructions "to
study valuation of city property
and place a fair value on it."
Mayor Morris stated it is nec-
essary to raise the assessments
on much of the Dawson Springs
property because "of the too low
valuation now existing". He also
said "many citizens of the city
are making new requests for
increased functions and activi-
ties of the city government . . .
in forms of improvements in
Dawson Springs", and inferred
these matters cannot have prop-
er attention unless the city's re-
venues are increased.
During the last two weeks,
the city's board of tax equaliza-
tion has been sitting in a series
of sessions, studying evaluations
of property owned by individ-
uals of this city, in an effort to
place a fair estimate on value
on each piece of property. City
taxes will be assessed according
to the value placed by the city
board of equalization, says the
Progress' report.
"It has been evident for some
time that a new and vigorous
tax adjustment must be made
and enforced in this city in ord-
er for the city government to
function as a city government
should function in a small town
the size of Dawson Springs," the
Mayor Morris said. "The board
cannot make a blanket increase
of all taxes, but it is the ulti-
mate aim of the board to give
at least a majority of the present
tax evaluations a 20% increase,"
the mayor concluded.
Will Speak Wednesday
Night At Baptist Meet
Dr. W. F. Powell
Prominent minister and pas-
tor .of the First Baptist Church,
Nashville, Tenn., who will de-
liver the principal address at
the first night's session of
the State Baptist Training
Union which will open a four-
day convention at the First
Baptist Church here April 10.
Farm Training For
Vets To Be Explained
Here Tuesday, April 9
A meeting to explain provi-
sions of the farmer training
program for veterans will be
held Tuesday afternoon, April
11, at 1:30 o'clock in the court-
house, with B. G. Moore, assist-
ant supervisor of the agricultural
program under the State De-
partment of Education, deliver-
ing the principal address. The
local Extension office and city
and county schools are cooperat-
ing in this meeting, it was
announced.
Attend State Dental
Convention At Louisville
Dr. C. H. Jaggers and Dr. W.
E. Willis are in Louisville this
week attending the State Dental
Convention. Dr. Willis, a dis-
charged Army captain, recently
began practice here.
Cedar Bluff Stockholder
Succumbs At Nashville
H. R. Coil, prominent coal
operator of Madisonville and one
of the major stockholders of the
Cedar Bluff Stone Co. here, died
in a Nashville hospital lant
Thursday. Funeral services were
held from his late home at Madi-
sonville Sunday afternoon.
Next Sheriff To Get
Increase For Tax Work
The Leader erred last week in
Outing abaLiiblehittwahik.404V
try'eetskiireiyer-aslit-430--the- now-
State law which allows the sher-
iff's office to receive 4 percent
for collecting school tome in the
county. This law does not apply
to incumbent office holders, so
that the additional revenue to
the sheriffs office will not be
effective until Mr. Towery's suc-
cessor assumes the ,work.
ItibliendtgA7114111
Ns* NW*
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To Protest Tax
Assessment Raise
State Commission Seeks
Blanket Increase Here
Of 15 Percent
Frankfort, April 3—Hearings
on tentative increases in the as-
sessed valuation of various
classes of property in. 15 coun-
ties, including Caldwell, have
been set for early next week by
the State Tax Commission.
The commission announced
"equalizing" assessments for the
15 counties, and it was indicated
that others affecting additional
counties would be forthcoming.
Actually the State cannot equal-
ize assessments among individual
property owners since only the
County Board of Supervisors can
do this, but it can and does at-
tempt to equalize assessments
among the 120 counties.
Hearings will be held Monday
at the commission offices in
Frankfort on the following tent-
ative assessment increase: Cald-
well-20 percent on town lots
and improvements and farm
lands and improvements, a blan-
ket raise.
A delegation composed of
Judge Clyde 0. Wood, Henry
Towery, A. H. Blackburn and
Philip Stevens w411 go to Frank-
fort Monday to otest the raise.
Williamson Is Partner
In Drug Store Here -
Eugene L. Williamson, former
resident of Louisville, who re-
cently bought the interest of R.
G. McClelland in the Wylie and
McClelland Drug Store, has
moved here. He was a hospital
representative f o r Winthrop
Chemical Co. 10 years and ser-
ved 4 years n the Navy as a
lieutenant commander on a naval
transport. His wife and son,
Edwin, 3, also are here.
Rev. J. G. Cothran Goes
To Arkansas Church
Rev. J. G. Cothran, former pas-
tor of the First Baptist Church
here and more recently director
of Christian education for Ken-
tucky Baptists, announced this
week at Louisville he has accept-
ed the pastorate of the First
Baptist Church at Arkadelphia,
Ark. He will' be in Princeton
neat week for the State Baptist
Training Union convention.
A. J. Russell Will Fill
Christian Pulpit Sunday
A. J. Russell, assaciate direc-
tor of Christian Churches in
Kentucky, will occupy the pul-
pit at the First Christian Church
live Sunday morning, J. F. Gra-
ham, chairman of the church
board, said Wednesday.
WiJlts intirrr-Shrilier ittoet°
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Boltnott
returned from Wichita, Kans.,
where they attended a Shriner's
Convention last week.
Returns To Navy Base
Johnion 'rub, Sic, USCG, left
Wednesday. for Charleston, S. C.,
after a week's furlough with his
parents. Mr. and Mrs, Lexie
'Teat Predonia, Rout. 3.
A. C. ifttakeht has resigned
poufs at the h$01 SO-
O On
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Goals for Food
Production Set
By USDA Council
Increases In Corn,
Wheat, Soybean Crops
Called For; Home
Gardens Important
To obtain increase in eerie
food and feed crops for necessary
export supplies of wheat wad
food fats and oils to prevent
millions of human beings in
other lands from starvation, the
County USDA Council has set
goals for certain crops produced
in the county and urges farmerg
to do everything possible ton
reach the goals, C. E. GeorgI
county manager of the Emer-
gency Food program, said Tuei-
day..
Mr. George said definite goals
for corn, wheat, barley and soy-
beans, for oil, have been slit
and that citizens are being urged
to produce home gardens to prd-
vide food supplies, so that .a
larger percent of commercialty
produced food will be available
for export.
He said goals for crops are
not higher than can be reasoi-
ably expected, and that emphasis
should be placed on higher yields
an acre for the larger percent
of food increases.
The goal for corn is 30,000
acres, slightly less than the acre-
age in 1944. It is expected farm-
ers will make every effort to
get higher yields, threby incseas-
ing the total food supply. Well
prepared seed beds, heavy fer-
tilization, clean cultivation and
hybrid seed will increase yields,
he said.
Three thousand acres of wheat
and 1,000 acres of barley for
harvest is the goal for small
grains. Mr. George said that al-
though all wheat and • barley
were planted last Fall and acres
planted cannot be increased,
(Please turn to page four)
45,000 Kentucky
Miners On Strike
Small Strip Mines Not
Affected; Mild
Weather Helps
(By Associated Press)
An estimated 45,000 soft coal
miners, members of the United
Mine Workers, are out on strike
in Kentucky as part of the 400,-
000 union members in the na-
tion-wide walkout which began
Monde'. •
From Madisonville, officials of
UMWA District 23 said 5,500
members were involved in the
Western Kentucky coal fields,
with 55 mines closed down in
Hopkins, Christian, Muhlenberg,
Ohio, Union and Webster coun-
those organized by the Progres-
ties. A few scattered mines,
sive Mine Workers and small
strip mines worked by indepen-
dent miners, were not affected
by the strike.
United Mine Worker members,
numbering about 40,000, in the
five East Kentucky districts were
out, with miners and families
treating the work stoppage as a
gala event. The Progressive
Mine Workers were still operat.,
jag one large East Kentucky
mine—at Benham, Harlan county
—and a few small ones. A feiv
independent strip mines also
were operating.
The state's large industrial
centers reported, for the most
part, adequate coal supplies for
the present', especially if the pres-
ent mild weather continues.
Girl Reserves Attend
Conference At Owensboro
The annual meeting of the
Girl Reperve organization for
Western Kentucky was held in
Owensboro Friday and Saturday.
Members attending from But-
ler High School were Jo Ann
Pickering, Doris Hays, Mary.
Sue Sartin, Judy Pruett, Betty.
Jo Linton, Sarah Joyce Scott,
Roselle Cotton, Nancy Cliff,
biline Smith, Barbara Sue Gra,-
ham, Cynthia Cunningham, Dot-
ty been, Della Rorer and Rose
Witikif;Thifir
sor, accompanied the group,
which returned Saturday night.
ELKS HONOR VISITING GRAND EXALTED RULER
Pictured above, left to right, front row, are Merle Brown, Hillery Barnett, Al Shields, Cov-
ington, president of the State Elks' Association; Clyde Kercheval, exalted ruler of the local lodge;
Wade H. Kepner, grand exalted ruler of Elkdom, Wheeling, W. Va.; Billie T. Gresham, State deputy;
Gordon Glenn, Arnold Westermann, Louisville; W. G. Larkins; Back row, Robert U. Kevil, Dr.
W. L. Cash, Lowell E. Davis, exalted ruler-elect; Dr. C. H. Jaggers, H. Merle Drain, Burhl Hollo-
well, Richard Eison, George Stevens, J. W. Myers, Philip Stevens, past president of the State
Elks Association. The picture was made at the banquet honoring Grand Exalted Ruler Kepner,
at the Methodist Church Tuesday night, March 26.
Easter Seals Are
Received Here
Money For Crippled
Children Asked By Dr.
J. J. Rosenthal
A total of $228 had been re-
ceived by Dr. J. J. Rosenthal,
county chairman, in the annual
Crippled Children campaign. Dr.
Rosenthal said thus far he has
received only voluntary dona-
tions through the mail but that
he will name committees this
week to solicit more gifts, to
reach the county's quota of
$1,000.
Easter Seals were mailed last
week to homes of Princeton by
the Kentucky Society for Crip-
pled Children.
Money raised by sale helps
augment the inadequate budget
of the Kentucky Crippled Chil-
dren Commission, which is the
official public agency to provide
treatment for Kentucky's crip-
pled children under 21, whose
parents cannot pay. The goal
of the Easter campaign this year
is $125,000.
The Society has as its immed-
iate objectives, in addition to
continuing its assistance to the
Commission, building of a con-
valeicent home for crippled
children; establishing a curative
workshop in Louisville and
organizing a program for home-
bound cripples, to be extended
throughout the State as rapidly
as possible.
Children crippled from all
causes, such as injury, bone dis-
ease or • infection, infantile
paralysis, and those born crip-
pled, are treated by the Com-
mission and the Society. More
than 11,000 such cases have been
cared for during the past twenty
years and there is always a long
waiting list.
Easter seals are in sheets of
100 at a penny apiece, or $1 a
sheet. Memberships in the So-
ciety range from $2 upward.
Donors are urged to mail contri-
butions to the county chairman,
Dr. J. J. Rosenthal. Committees
in approximately 90 counties are
sponsoring the Easter campaign.
Friends Give Blood
For J. B. Pidcock
The condition of J. B. Pidcock,
who underwent an operation at
St. Joseph's Hospital, in Louis-
ville, Monday, was reported
improved Tuesday afternoon.
Blood donations were made
Saturday by J. W. Perry, L. J.
Hogan, Jimmie Richardson, Bay-
less Wadlington, Clyde Fletcher,
Lonnie Bealmer and Jimmy
Taylor.
Two Girls Get Surgery
Through Rotary Fund
Thelma Donaldson, 12, and
Marion Sue Driver, 12, under-
went tonsilectomies by Drs.
Barber and Giannini this week
as beneficiaries of the Rotary
Club's underprivileged children's
fund, and both are recuperating
satisfactosily, a member of the
Rotary Club reported Wednesday.
Murray Mayor Heads
W. Ky. Purebred Group
-1-11ir" eireetiff3T-VIal-
president of the Bank of Murray
and regent of Murray State
Teachers College, was elected
president of the West Kentucky
Purebred Cattle Association at
Its annual meeting here this
week. He succeeds L. S. Ander-
son, Mayfield.
Klwanians Hear Talk
By Hopkinsville Minister
Dr. P. C. Walker, pinto" Of
the First Baptist Church of Hop-
kinsville, was guest speaker at
Wednesday's meeting of the
Kiwanis Club. He spoke under the
sponsorship of the club's cop-
mittee for euppork of shurehea
and mOds enOPPela
*UN* 0$1004112•11*
, • + ` •
Suds Lea*. Here
Lieut. (j. S.) Tommy Davis
has ,reported to Miami Beach,
Site* his ilidtg,
C100$117• :astl
No Project Set Up For
Piton-Providence Road
Report that a contract probably
will be let in the next fiscal
year, beginning July 1, for con-
struction of six miles of the
Princeton - Providence highway,
which was contained in a news
item published by the Provi-
dence Enterprise-Journal last
week, could not be verified Wed-
nesday at the office of State
Highway Commissioner J. S.
Watkins.
Mr. Watkins is on vacation
and the division of public infor-
mation of the department at
Frankfort had no knowledge of
such a project having been set
up, J. S. Mann, director, said.
The road is completed in Web-
ster county and a portion of the
Caldwell county end has been
finished but two necessary
bridges, one for Tradewater Riv-
er, the other to span Donaldson
Creek, requiring an estimated out-
lay of approximately $400,000,
are the big stumbling block to
completion of this road, highway
officials past and present have
advised.
The division of information for
highways at Frankfort said no
other projects have leen set up
for Caldwell county as yet, al-
tho due to more federal aid
money in the next year, it is
hoped to do some long needed
construction on all projects, rural
roads, urban streets and secon-
dary, or farm-market roads,
throughout the State, Mr. Mann
said.
Jaycees Get Charter
At Banquet April 18
Presentation of their char-
ter will be made to members
of the Princeton Chapter,
Junior Chamber of Com-
merce, at a banquet to be
held in the basement of Og-
den Memorial Methodist
Church here Thursday night,
April 18, is was announced
this week. The presentation
and principal address will
be by a representative of the
National Jaycees organiza-
tion, Russell Goodaker said.
-k McGee To Preach
On Sex Problems
Sub-Station Has
Shearing Course
U. K. Expects To Conduct
School Here Monday
And Tuesday
West Kentucky sheep shearers
again are confronted with the
problem of getting their sheep
sheared. There is always a short-
age of experienced shearers.
This year many men who have
recently been released from ser-
vice are anxious to re-learn
some of the practices in which
they were more or less expert
before the war. Sheep shearing
is one of these practices.
All men and boys who own
sheep or plan to shear sheep for
others, but who do not have the
desired skill at present, are in-
vited to attend the sheep shear-
ing school; sponsored by the Ken-
tucky College of Agriculture
and Home Economics.
It will be held Monday and
Tuesday of next week at the
Sub-Station here.
Enough individual instruction
will be given so that those who
enroll may select suitable equip-
ment and may learn enough
fundamentals that, with some
additional practice, they can be-
come proficient shearers. The
program:
Monday
9:00 a. m.—Purpose of these
short courses. L. J. Horlacher.
9:30 a. m.—Selection and care
of shearing ..equipment,• W. P.
Garrigus.
10:00 a. m.--Shearing demon-
stratidn, H. J, Barber and Jack
Dennis.
'1141)01171f1XclEattngontent
tilren 1113Treirfrr:Billint'
. 12:00 noon—Time out for
lunch.
1 to 4 p. m.—Individual instruc-
Jack Dennis, W. P. Garrigus,
tion in shearing, H. J, Barber,
Tuesday
9 to 12 a. Ili.—Individual in-
struction in shearing, H. J. Bar-
ber, Jack Dennis.
I to 4 p. m.—Individual in-
strution in shearing, W. P. Gar-
rigus, Guy Hilton.
Wit StMth Navaho was a
Vkilter Aeuhstille one day
Sermons For Youth
Deal With Love
And Marriage
In a special series of Sunday
night sermons at Ogden Me-
morial Methodist Church, be-
ginning Sunday night at 7:30
o'clock, the Rev. J. Lester Mc-
Gee will preach three sermons
to youtig people on the general
theme: "Love, Courtship and
Marriage."
Mr. McGee, who has conduct-
ed youth problem clinics in re-
cent years at Kentucky Wesley-
an College and Lindsey-Wilson
Junior College, as well as for
high school groups in other cit-
ies, will deal with social and
sex problems jmuth faces in the
complicated relationships of to-
day.
During the course of the three
sermons to be delivered Sunday
nights April 7, 14 and 21, the
pastor will diguss the follow-
ing questions: Are you a wall-
flower?, is petting harmful?,
what about going steady?, what
are the besetting sins of youth?,
what about kissing games?, yield-
ing to temptations, sneering at
moral restraints, what about
drinking and smoking?, how to
pick a mate, are you really in
love?, what about intellectual
and cultural compatability in
marriage?, should two persons
of opposite temperaments mar-
ry?, is divorce justifiable?
Adults are also invited to at-
tend these services.
Clarksville Dark-Fired
$7.42 Over '45 Average
Clarksville, Tenn. — An offi-
cial average.of $32.49 was made
by the Clarksville Dark-Fired
tobacco market for the 1946 sea-
son just closed, J. Fred Smith,
sales supervisor, said. That is
$7.42 above the 1945 average, a
record until this year. The
Clarksville market sold 14,21.8,-
564 pounds for $4,421,611.44.
Air Line Service Is
Inaugurated At Paducah
Paducah —(Pb— Chicagn and
Southern Air Lines inaugurated
a.nd air ex-
raducah at •"*
o'elock 'Monday morning when
the first plane lauded at the
Paducah municipal airport. Pa-
ducah is on the regular Mem-
phis-Detroit flight of the alt
lines.
Number 40
Simmons Appeals
For Cooperation
In Hospital Drive
Says Kiwanis-Rotary
Committee Will Step
Aside For Permanent
Executive Board
Princeton's financial campaign'
for a new hospital is expected
to be inaugurated Monday, April.
15, under an executive committee,
or board, to be named by an
advisory group within the next.
10 days, Thos J. Simmons, act-
ing chairman of a committee
functioning to start the dri
said Tuesday.
"I want to try to correct a.
misapperhension about the com-
mittee now operating," Mr. Sim-
mons said. "It appears some
good citizens have the idea that
this Kiwanis-Rotary group pre-
sumed to take full responsibility..
for the hospital drive, build
the new hospital and arranging,
for its operation. This is certainly'
not the case.
"The Kiwanis-Rotary commit-
tee came into being at the re.
quest of the fine group of citi
zens constituting the present
operating board of the old hos-
pital and was charged with the
responsibility of naming a chair=
man and helping to draw unto,
the new hospital movement all
interested individuals and organi-
zations.
"Plans call for announcement
of several large gifts to the
hospital fund at the start of the
campaign and our committee had
been trying to get some of these,
important donations. We also
hope to have a meeting soon of
an 'advisory group,' with repre-
sentatives of all church, frater-
nal, social, farm and home organ-
izations . . . as wide a cross
section of the community as
possible, taking part.
"At this meeting, we will ask
for selection of an executive
board, to oversee the campaign
and assume responsibility t'
the movement from that poin '
Early in the action, I will recome
mend that the new Princet
Hospital . . . whatever its of
cial name, be incorporated.
"No decision has been ma ,
by the Kiwanis-Rotary contrni
tee that is binding upon a
person or group and none
be made by us. The executiv
board, yet to be named by acti
of all interested persons
groups, will have a represent&
tive personnel. Incorporators a
will be selected by those w
become active in the hospi
movement from this point for-
ward.
"I would like also to say that
our Kiwanis-Rotary commit
has not hired an architect
(Please turn to page four)
Barry Binghara To Speak
At Murray Commencement
Barry Bingham, editor of the
Louisville Courier-Journal, has
bin scheduled ..s speaker for
the twenty-third annual corn-,
meneentent exercise at Murray
State Monday night, May
ST, Dr. H. Woods, wed-
County Short Of
Red Cross Goal
Capitol Patrons Give
$158 Last Week Of
Local Campaign
Caldwell county's Red Cr
campaign ended March 31, C
man George Eldred said t
week, with the total about $750.
short of the assigned quota
$5952.
Capitol Theater audiences d
nated $158 in collections ta
daily for a week by Girl Scou
Mr. Eldred said, the final coll
tion being made Saturday after
noon. Betty Jo Linton was in
charge of the Girl Scouts. Man-
ager Thos. J. Simmons showed a4,1
special Red Cross film during the
week donations were asked at
the theater.
Mr. Eldred said the business
districts responded generously,
as always, but county communi-
ties failed to approach last year's
total, with only $625 reported,
from all rural districts this year,
as compared with $2600 in 1945.
Local Kiwanis Club
Wins District Award
The Princeton Kiwanis
Club has been declared wins
nen of the, eStlieVtgleat
•-lsetAreetiwit*:•mar-ttrisst-'
Division of Kiwanill Interna-
tional's Kentucky-Tennessee
district for 1945, Henry
Sevison, who was president
of the club last year, has,
been advised. Thos. J. Sim
mons, secretary lest year,
prepared the winning report
enumerating the club's ecti,,
vales during the period cov-,
ered by the contest C
tulations sent by
'rwyrnan Humphrey,
ville, deservedly go to
Simmons, Mr. artisan
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worst shortcomings of the Common-
wealth.
We invite the writer's attention to an
illustrated feature in the July, 1942, issue
of National Geographic Magazine and res-
pectfully ask how the Courier-Journal, if
It is honestly seeking to improve things
in Kentucky, can reconcile what the Geo-
graphic writer said about our State with
what its staff writer wrote for Collier's?
And how does the Collier's article help?
' Do we expect the great reader group
served by the widely circulated magazine
to do anything constructive about cor-
recting evils of neglect in Kentucky?
Certainly not. The clean-up and the pro-
grees needed must come from within
Our High School Graduates
Face Educational Shortage
• Surveys conducted recently results of
which were announced last week have
brought a new worry to parents of this
community -whose children will be ready
for higher education next September.
It seems very likely there is bound to
be a "lost generation" in education com-
posed of thousands of this year's high
school graduates who will, almost cer-
tainly, be crowded out of colleges and
universities they had hoped to attend
because of priorities for veterans.
Reports from several sections of the
country where these surveys have been
conducted indicate universities already
,sti,are over-crowded, housing facilities in al-
-
Afloat every college tiwn are badly over-
, taxed, and restrictions already are in
effect against out-of-state students.
Too few qualified instructors for the
huge task is another shortage which
;umakes the picture blacker; and of course,
Athere are not enough classrooms, labora-
tory facilities and eating places. In other
ords, the GI Bill of Rights and its im-
pact upon our higher education plants
has been so great as to make the whole
system, as presently established, totter
upon its foundations.
Applications being received now by
colleges and universities are coming in
largest volume from veterans who left
schools to join the armed forces, and
these will have first priority. Next in
4, number are former service men andwomen seeking higher education for the
first time under the GI Bill, and this
r , group will have second priority. Finally,
•, there are the high school pupils who will
be graduated this Spring and who nor-
mally would matriculate in high educa-
tion brackets come autumn. They must
take what's left.
Technical schools, as for example Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology, at
Boston, are most in demand. MIT now
has 3,000 enrolled, and will expand this
by 1,600. Here 3,000 applications are
coming in each week and only one in 10
of qualified applicants can be accepted.
Harvard has eight full time veterans'
councellors at work and they are report-
ed "crushed" with applications.
Coming home, Murray State College
has a 91 percent enrollment increase for
the Spring semester aid the University
of Kentucky had 4,000 students when
registration for the current quarter end-
ed last week. Neither of the State in-
stitutions is equipped to handle such
volume . . . which does not nearly ap-
proach as yet that which will be seeking
admission at each place next September.
One ray of hope appears, and that is
many of those seeking higher education
are not qualified, by their backgrounds
and personal limitations, to gain entrance
to colleges and universities; and many
others, once in, will not carry their cours-
es sufficiently well to warrant keeping
them. The whole problem is one fraught
with gloomy prospect, even certainty of
disappointment for many deserving
youngsters about to issue from our high
schools. Parents should lend every co-
operation to school officials whose diffi-
cult task it will be to evolve a solution
which will permit as many as possible
of those qualified to aquire as much edu-
cation as they can at the proper time
for each individual.
Otherwise, the lost-man-hours of well
trained individuals which can be envis-
ioned down the vista of only a few years
is appalling.
On Washing Dirty Linen
Washing dirty linen in public has long
,• been considered very bad form; and Amy
Porter's piece in a recent issue of Collier's
magazine seems to us in the worst pos-
sible taste, as well as very bad business
for Kentucky.
The article is over-drawn, to be moder-
ate in criticism; and, while all Kentuck-
ians must admit their State is backward
the-borders of our own State.
We have helped the Committee for
Kentucky publicize its work and are reg-
ularly publishing its feature for State
newspapers, Wake Up Kentucky. We
join ardently in the hope that Kentuck-
ians, notable for their ingrained com-
placency with an out-moded status quo,
especially in small towns, will throw off
In many ways, the Porter piece in Col-4 the worn out yoke of tradition which in-
lier's is not a true word picture of condi- dines them to cling to Grandpappy's
tions. Rather does it over-emphasize the ways and take the State forward in edu-
cation, health, sanitation, highways,
parks, tourist facilities and industries.
But we cannot believe that washing
Kentucky's dirty linen on the Nation's
Main streets is in any way helpful to a
campaign for State-wide improvement of
long neglected things. It seems to us
rather that the Committee for Kentucky,
the Courier-Journal and Miss Porter
have done infinitely more harm than
good by calling the Nation's attention to
Kentucky's backwardness and inviting
the scorn and derision of all our sister
states by publicizing the same deplorable
things all states have something of . . .
yes, and some of them far worse, if light
is thrown in the proper places.
Housing Shortage And Wages
Recently one of the congressmen from
Arkansas called the attention of the
House to the fact that the housing short-
age would be greatly reduced if farm
laborers returned to the farms. We un-
derstand that there are quite a number
of such houses in this county.
We wonder if this phase of the question'
has been considered by those in authority
in connection with the strikes going on
all over the country. It is generally con-
ceded that the price of farm products will
go down considerably in the next year.
This means that farm labor cannot be
d as much as it receives now.
This being the case, if industrial wages
dire kept at high wartime levels it would
to be a certainty that the labor
'drained off the farms during the war will
not return, but will remain in industrial
jobs. It would be unreasonable to expect
them to do otherwise.
If the government concerns itself with
only one industry at a time and effects
/agreements between employers and em-
*pees by allowing higher prices to meet
higher wages, without equalizing the ad-
tages of agriculture, the "farmers are
Pennyrile Postscripts By G. M. P.
An article in last week's col-
liers was libel of Kentucky. Re-
citing shortcomings that can also
be found in any state of the
Union, the write-up was ill-timed
and disgraceful. The matters
complained of are strictly local
—the business of Kentucky,
alone. It will do no good to
broadcast such thing on national
scale. Wish a member of the
Kentucky delegation in Congress
would find time to answer, tell-
ing of the glory and the beauty
of the Commonwealth. (Glasgow
Times)
* * *
A Citizen said Princeton's asses-
ment figures make it look as
tho we have only log houses
and wigwams here.
* * *
Princeton business folk on our
Main street are spending
thousands of dollars renovating
and improving their places of
business this spring. Many homes
are also undergoing repairs and
improvements and, despite short-
age of building materials, some
worth while construction is
under way.
* * *
Some sentiment for a Town
Hall meeting, to discuss ways
and means of improving Prince-
ton, was expressed last week.
Henderson has had such a meet-
ing, from which evolved an ac-
tive campaign to clean up that
city's sanitation, improve its
health, attract industries and
raise its educational standards.
* * *
Perhaps first consideration of
a town meeting here should go
to the new hospital campaign,
plans for which are rapidly tak-
ing shape under direction of
Tom Simmons, chairman of a
committee named from the Ki-
wanis and Rotary clubs to get
the campaign under way.
* * *
Some misunderstanding exists,
apparently, about this committee.
It came into being because there
was demand that the two or-
ganizations take the lead in in-
augurating the needed campaign
. . and is expected to complete
its work, turning the business
over to others, as so-in as the
financial drive gets under way.
Kiwsmis and Rotary seek no
especial glory from this effort
. . . and there will be full op-
portunity for all interested per-
sons and groups to make a full
contribution of thought and ef-
fort toward successful completion
to this big job.
* * *
Congratulations to Lo w ell
"Pap" Davis, a former Leader
staff member, upon his eleva-
tion to the post of exalted ruler
of the Elk.. Lowell was in line
for this honor just before he
volunteered for Army duty and
went overseas, and we're glad
Literary
Guidepost
By W. G. Rogers
NIGHT AND THK CITY, by Gerald
Keret (Simon Schuster; 1112.50)•
A tough novel written with
flourishes, this is the seamy
side. of London between sunset
and sunrise. In this shadowy
world of cheap bats, cheaper
rooming houses and people
cheapest of all, the guy who
talks big is king.
Harry Fabian is the guy,_
though those who know his
career best sneer at him an a
"ponce," a Cockney word pret-
tier than the American one. If
he had the money he'd give Zoe,
or Helen, the fur coat, the ex-
pensive lap dog, 'the rich apart-
ment, the trip to Monte Carlo
which, pretending he has the
money, the promises anyway.
The surprising thing is that he
collects on his promises. He hyp-
notizes himself, indeed. His glib
tongue can talk pounds out of
the tightest pockets, but then
he blows it on a wild party.
The moral of this fast tale is
that corruption is infectious.
Adam and Bert alone stay clean.
Even Helen, who had a good safe
start, learns a trick from VI and
swaps Adam for Harry, as Mary
swaps Phil for the rich lord.
He who touches pitch is de-
filed . . . though of course auth-
ors are exceptions.
THK GOLDEN COIN, by Lin Tely1
(John Day; 112.713). Ab
Sophisticate and tinocerit are
pitted against each other in the
long conflict in this Chinese nov-
,f:sr duringa hard time of It  1_4611Tc.. prospectors swarm t.osItadmgokledi rush, and
. 
:ett.,./se.,Izersd each Listhelas 3124Lloserxita, endtr.
- •-ibissie-wessatfewtowelr-ikie--
nties whet), farm prices *int .7. Oivn —Wither; vrages are being paid. Balancing
Industrial prices remained high, wages and opOortunities, all over the
A true economy demands a fair balance country, will do more to relieve such short-
ong the Carious industries of our twit-- ° ages than rinything else. (Cynthiana
• which will prevent any one of them Democrat)
from being forced to buy at a high price
and to sell at a low one. This applies to
the farmer no less than to industry. Sick
industries hurt farmers, and sick agri-
culture hurts industry.
If all special privileges were eliminated,
the law of supply and demand would pro-
bably bring about a practical balance
among all classes of employers. Since we
have, for decades, attempted to maintain
an artificial balance, it has unfortunately
followed that those classes with the
strongest pull have been taken care of to
the detriment of the others. Farmers
have been the chief sufferers from this
attempt to produce an artificial balance.
No phase of the strike question, higher
wages and higher prices, can be properly
solved without taking into account the
agricultural interests of the country. If
the farmer's prices fall while others rise
it will be but a short time until the boom
is followed by the inevitable "bust." The
settlement of these industrial disputes
cannot be properly made without placing
the farmer in a position where he can of-
fer wages that will _bring back the farm
laborers to the farms.
Labor follows higher wages like the
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tells about Sha, born into a pov-
erty-stricken and shiftless Shang-
hai family, and Lang, university
professor, who picks her up In
the street and Manles her.
Lang is a pseudo-scientist
whose creed, as the author cor-
rectly demonstrates, is' too static
and limited to solve the world's
Ills. On the othei hand the
primitive, untutored She, who
can't even read, doesn't strike
nif ao the answer, either. Learn-
ing as dry not and superstitious
timarena•, ot the implinsible
itrimente• represented hem are
to see him assume the top job
in local Elkdom, a well earned
reward for his long and faithful
service to the lodge.
* * *
Henry Ward, columnist for the
Paducah Sun-Democrat, joined
the chorus protesting. against the
Amy Porter piece in Colliers'
Sunday. Mr. Ward, who is an
outstanding State senator and as
well posted as any member of
the General Assembly, effec-
tively defended Kentucky in Sun-
day's issue of his newspaper.
* * *
Our neighboring town, Daw-
son Springs, has come to grips
with the worn-out assessment
problem and its mayor has tak-
en the lead to have the system
renovated, so as to produce re-
venue the town needs. Surely
our mayor and councilmen, back-
ed by civic minded citizens, can
do the same for Princeton.
* * *
Pennyriler received many com-
plimentary comments on last
week's editorial dealing with the
assessment matter ... also, some
rather bitterly couched com-
plaints. Readers of this eilti.mn
know that the chief concern of
this reporter is to have The
Leader read . . . because as a
practising newspaper feller'for
a good many years, I learned
long ago a newspapez cannot
please all its readers every time
it comes out.
* * *
Poor Richard said in his Al-
manac . . . "Be sure you're right,
then go ahead", which is an ex-
cellent policy for newspapers.
And I'm pretty sure we are
right — that the assessment
system needs a general over-
hauling, if our town is to make
progress commensurate with its
citizenship's needs and deserts.
* * *
A year-old white tail deer
jumped from a bluff at the
north end of the Burnside bridge
Into the Cumberland River, 200
feet below, Monday afternoon,
and was rescued by Louis Flynn
and Everett Lee. They got a row-
boat and, armed with rope, went
out after the deer. After a 30
minute struggle they succeeded
In lassoing him and getting the
animal into the boat.
* * *
State Warden Mack Wilson was
notified and went to Burnside
and with Ross Kreamer took
charge of the deer. The animal,
little worse for his experience,
was placed in Wilson's car and
taken to the Beaver Creek game
preserve in McCreary county
and released. Mr. Wilson said
residents of the Sloans Valley
section have reported seeing sev-
eral head of deer in that area
recently. (Somerset Common-
wealth)
Washington Daybook
Washington—Don't Make any
mistake about the importance
of Secretary of Commerce Wal-
lace's suggestion that the mug-
wumps—the party bolters—the
Democrats who are blocking the
adtninistration legislative pro-
gram—be read out of the party—
"purged."
Don't make any mistake about
it either that any such "purge"
will be attempted by the party
organization. It has been tried
over and over and in nine cases
out of ten has been more harm-
ful than helpful to the party
cause.
What Secretary Wallace did
(I suspect, inadvertently, since
his "purge" speech was purely
impromptu before a small lunch-
eon of the Women's Democratic
Club here, and there was only
one newspaper reporter in the
house) was to give dramatic
By Jack Stinnett
point to the critical state of the
administration's legislative pro-
gram.
He suggested that both parties
apply party discipline on major
issues—the British loan, full em-
ployment, atomic energy and
such. It isn't a new idea at all.
The , LaFollette-Monroney con-
gressional reorganization com-
mittee has suggested that the
party caucus, very infrequently
used ties" last 20 years, or so, be
reestablished to give some sem-
blance of order to partisan views
and partisan votes.
The committee doesn't suggest
anything like a "purge" in the
case of recalcitraruit. Rep. A. S.
"Mike" Monrony has jumped the
party fence whenever his con-
victions dictated, and Sen. Ro-
bert M. • Larollette, Jr., is a
second generation mugwump,
just re-identified with the Re-
publican party.
The late Sen. George W.
ris was an Independent in
publican Nebraska. As la
of the I'VA" and long-time
of the private power inter
he was closely identified
the New Deal in his later ye
Sen. "Young Bob" LaFoll
tells the story today of
his father set out in a b
board a half a century age
upset the Republican party
chine in Wisconsin. The LaFol
te party succeeded and fr
1934 until the other day it sa
under its own banner as
Progressive party. It has g
back to the Republican p
now, but it's a question
said: 'Welcome home."
Tea was used in China ss
medicine rather than a bever
until about 500.
Integrity.
Integrity is a lot of little things. It's the
years the girl at the switchboard has been on
the job, the pride a worker takes in his right to
be called a craftsman. It's the eagerness of the
newest clerk to serve the customer well. It's
many other little things. Integrity too, is a lot
of big things. It's the reputation of the concern
you do business with, its uncompromising hon-
esty, its fairness to competitors, and to you.
When you use the facilities of the Farmers Na-
tional Bank rest assured a good and dependable
friend is watching your interests.
Farmers National Bank
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'1.Provide adequate sur
drainage.
Protect low land by
water from slop'
. Provide an Adequat
Supply.
• 1. Build reservoirs,
or other sources
(Ise farm reservoirs
on.
• Lahaki cloth is wov
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Where Is Your
New Home Now?
Right now the home you want to build is
in the tree, the iron ore pits, the clay banks
and the quarry.
Legislation, HIT priorities, allocations, prefer-
ence ratings, will not build a home. Neither will
such legal juggling of a meagre supply of ma-
terials produce building materials. An HH priority
may mean little more than a license to hunt home-
building materials.
Lumber and building material dealers and con-
tractors can build all the homes America needs—
if building materials are available. But unless pro-
duction of materials is unblocked, no one can build
homes. Whether a house is labeled "Public Hous-
ing" or "Prefabricated Homing" or a "Privately
Built Home"—all are bidding for the same supply
of materials.
Here are the materials that must be pro-
duced. These are the materials in short sup-
ply which are subject to distribution controls
through priorities:
Lumber
Concrete Block
Clay Sewer Pipe
Structural Clay Tile
Cast Iron Soil Pipe
Common Brick
Millwork
Face Brick
Gypsum Board
Gypsum Lath
-Castiran -Radiation---41ath-Tubs,-, -
What has happened that .all these essential
building materials tire lacking? Have we exhausted
raw material supply? Or plant production?
NO! But the irresistible force of industry has
run into an immoveable body!
In the case of Brick and Tile, for example, it
took the OPA six months to grant a price adjust-
ment that allowed 125 of 400 closed plants to re-
open. This action resulted in a 35% increase in
production within the following three months.
Similarly, OPA's unrealistic pricing policies
blocked adequate production of Gypsum board and
lath, cast iron soil pipe, and clay sewer pipe for
months.
Although price adjustments have been granted
in the above-mentioned fields, lumber production
still remains under wartime pricing formulas.
It is still more profitable for the lumber mill
to cut items for export to foreign countries, or to
cut logs into sizes used by industry than it is to
manufacture lumber for home construction. Prem-
ium prices for industrial items have been granted
in some instances during the war, but now that
peace has come, price adjustments encouraging
home construction lumber have not been made
by OPA.
Price adjustments are needed to obtain maxi-
mum production of hardwood flooring, millwork,
ceiling, siding, and plywood.
Recommendations have been made to the OPA
repeatedly, but action is not forthcoming.
The Building_ latAlatizr stoAda. snody. to
—the-Inimetr-Artserleasweleedr- -130•••sartail-lihe•irsod
ti,on and flow of materials is unblocked. by OPA,
thousands upon thousands of homes for Americans
and veterans will go unbuilt!
Any government program that does not FIRST remove the
obstacles blocking production of materials will simply add addi-
tional difficulties to the problem facing thil building industry.
Princeton Lumber Company
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ounty Agent's
Column
By J. F. Graham
ii Conservation Practice
Kentucky Farms
. G. Survant, agronomy de
ment, College of Agricultur
Home Economics, outlin
conservation practices to
tucky farms in Leaflet 91
lished by the college. Thes
estions are so applicable t
dwell County, I am devotin
week's column to a sum
y of this leaflet.
r. Survant points out that a
bination of practices that
e good production and at the
e time protect the land so
t it will continue to produce
I are needed.
Wise Use of Land
. Limit cultivated crops to the
d least subject to erosion.
Use other atilliablF lancloloe
dow or pasture.
. Grow trees on land not
table for cultivated crops,
dow, or pasture.
Increase and Maintain Soil
Fertility.
. Lime acid soil and supply
ed mineral nutrients.
. Keep up the nitrogen supply
h grass-legume sods supple-
nted when profitable with
ilizer nitrogen.
. Conserve and use manure
crop residues.
. Grow cover crops.
ontrol Run-Off and Cultivate
Moisture.
. Plow, plant, and cultivate
the contour.
. Use terraces and diversions
ere needed.
. Protect waterways and other
ical areas with sod.
Establish and Maintain Good
Pastures.
. Use adapted grass-legume
tures.
. Provide supplemental pas-
e.
. Control weeds and follow
er good management prac-
s.
When Practical, Drain Wet
Land That Will Be Pro-
ductive.
.Provide adequate surface and
drainage.
. Protect low land by divert-
water from sloping Ian
ye.
Provide an Adequate Wate
Supply.
1. Build reservoirs. develo
ings or other sources of vra-
. Use farm reservoirs for fi
uction.
ahaki cloth is woven fro
e different colored threads.
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RUSSIAN NAVAL OFFICER HELD—Lt. Nicolai Redin, Soviet
naval officer arrested in Portland, Ore., on charges of espionage,
as ,with his wife, Galina. (AP Wirephoto)
News From
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice-
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters,
shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
March 25, 1904. The Misses accompanied by R. D. Barrett,
Dollar entertained last Friday National Bank Examiner.
night at their home on Eddy-
ville street. Quite a pleasant April 22, 1904. VA C. Haydon,
evening was spent. Those pres- of Wallonia, was here Sunday
ent were Misses Della Wolff, enroute from Louisville where
Aylene Jones, Bessie Martin and he had been attending a medi-
Aimee Wolff, and Messrs. Hu- cal college.
bert Young, James Orr, Frank
Wylie, Chas. Rich, Jeff Johnson
and Dr. 0. B. Powell.
March 18, 1904. The dance
given by a few of Princeton's
Young men last Friday night
over Griffin and Watkins art
studio was highly enjoyed.
Those present were: Misses Dell
and Aimee Wolff, Aylene Jones,
Louise Pettit, Hazel Johnson,
Willie Wistead and Bessie Mar-
tin; Messrs. Robinson Hodge,
Jeff and Ray Johnson, Chas.
Rich, Duke, Pettit, Hubert Young
and Dr. 0. B. Powell.
April 8, 1904. Robert Vanner-
son, Sr., the old Democratic,war
horse, of Cobb, was in town
Monday. He Is very much inter-
ested in the presidential elec-
tion, and like all of us, wants
the Democratic party to put up
the strongest and best man pos-
sible.
April 8, 1904. Arthur J. Hol-
lingsworth, of Chicago, visited
his father, J. W. Hollingsworth,
a few days this week. Arthur is
a fine fellow, and we were glad
to see him looking so well and
to learn that he is prospering
in the "Windy City."
April 8, 1904. Mrs. J. P. Smith
and daughter, Mrs. R. D. Garre
went to Louisville Sunday and
will spend a week. They we
Dead Animals
WANTED
Although the war is over Uncle Sam
needs waste greases for many uses. So keep
saving grease, and call in your dead stock
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS.
We will remove all dead stock promptly and
free of charge.
CALL COLT TICT
Kentucky Rendering Works
Phone 442-1 Princeton, Ky.
Coke
for
me, too
"Tril•
SOMID tone meow OP 110 COCA.001A 03111014f rt
OPKINSVILLE COCA-COSA SOTTLING COMPANY
April 22, 1904. J. S. Stine-
baugh went to Baker's Station
Monday, where he and his
brother have under construc-
tion a fine residence for Walter
Young.
April 29, 1904. Miss Katie May
Landrum is home from school
on a visit to her mother, Mrs.
T. J. Landrum. She will return
next week.
June 10, 1904. Preston B. Mc-
Goodwin, city editor of the Jop-
lin (Mo.) Globe, is in the city
for a few days' visit with friends
and relatives.
June 17, 1904. Miss Evlyn
Hewlett, of Crider. returned
home Friday from Hopkinsville,
where she had been attending
South Kentucky College. She is
a daughter of John Hewlett.
NOTICE
Sale Of Franchise
Pursuant to resolution of the
Cald well County Fiscal Court
duly adopted in regular session
March 12, 1946, I will, as County
Court Clerk, offer for sale to
the highest and best bidder at
public auction, for cash, at the
Court House- Door in the City
of Princeton, Kentucky, on
March 30, 1946, at about the
hour of two o'clock P.M. a fran-
chise and privilege to erect,
construct and maintain poles
and string wires and maintain
and operate an electric and pow-
er sgrvice line upon and, along
the roads and highways and
the laterals thereof and thereto,
in Caldwell County, Kentucky.
Sale to be made for cash, the
highest and best bidder to de-
posit certified check or cash with
me immediately after the sale.
Said franchise is to be sold sub-
ject to the provisions and re-
strictions fully set out in the
resolution of the Fiscal Court
aforesaid.
PHILIP STEVENS,
Clerk of the Caldwell County
Court. 2t
When the Goths conquered
Rome the city ransomed itself
from the invaders with 4,000
pounds of pepper, for spices
then were more precious than
gold.
THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, College
of Agriculture and Home
Economics
Parsnips and satisfy (oyster-
plant) need starting now to
make full growth by fall. Both
are "fresh" foods any day of
the winter, needing no storing,
but to be left in the rows in
which they grew. A thin cover-
ing of tree leaves keeps the
soil from freezing hard enough
to make digging difficult.
The general fertilizing des-
cribed here several weeks ago
is all they require. For 100 feet,
one ounce of seed is needed, to
which should be addded one-
half ounce of any "quick" radish
seed to make the row and to
help up The Other, both being
slow to sprout. Guernsey, short
and blocky, is the best parsnip,
and Sandwich Island the salsify.
Head lettuce should be started
without delay, so that heads may
be made before the coming of
hot weather, whieh makes it
bolt to seed. Sowing may be
broadcast or in drills 12 inches
apart. The soil should receive
a dressing of nitrate of soda, one
pound to 100 feet (or 100 square
feet), or of pulverized poultry
manure, 1 peck. Further to speed
growing, the planting should be
covered with tobacco canvas. Be-
sides speed, the other require-
ment for making lettuce head
is to use a heading variety. Two
are New York and Bibb, both
in some part tolerant of hot
weather.
As soon as the seedlings make
four leaves, they may be thin-
ned to use as leaf lettuce, to a
stand of 8 inches, or 8 inches
square. These plants should be
dressed again with nitrate or
poultry manure, to make firm
heads in about 25 days.
The most-used green is must-
ard (Southern Curled) but a
much quicker one, and better,
too, is Tendergreen, called must-
ard-spinach by some seedsmen.
Mustard-spinach is quite heat-
tolerant and sowing can be con-
tinued well into May, not pos-
sible with mustard. All greens
benefit from side dressing with
the same materials and in the
same amounts as just described.
Approximately half the corn
acreage in Owsley county will
be planted to hybrid corn this
year.
Orders for approximately 20,-
000 strawberry plants have been
placed in Ohio county.
Radiators!
Is your car, truck or trac-
tor radiator heating or leak-
ing?
If so, don't punish your
motor further. Let us clean
and repair it the modern way.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Sisk Motor Co.
10th and Clay St.
Phone 50
HOPKINSVILLE
Notice
Have received a few
Corn Planters f o r
Ford Tractors.
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Homemakers News
Eddy Creek Homemakers were
guests of Mrs. W. H. Tandy for
their March meeting, last Thurs-
day afternoon. Mrs. D. W. Sat-
terfield had charge of the busi-
ness sessions. Plans were made
for a club flower show, to be
held in late summer.
Mrs. Cook Oliver demonstrat-
ed setting in dress sleeves. A
talk on Ecuador was given by
Mrs. Martin Oliver. Mrs. Glycon
Gresham conducted the social
hour which concluded the pro-
gram.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess to Mesdames Wylie
Brown, J. C. Gresham, J. I.
Lester, Charles Lester, Martin
Oliver, D. W. Satterfield, Gly-
con Gresham, Cook Oliver, and
Lloyd Beek.
Friendship
A lesson on "Sleeve Prob-
lems" was studied by Friend-
ship Homemakers at their meet-
ing March 28 at the home of
Mr0.- F6nten, Taylor. Mrs.
bern Crowe had charge of the
meeting, with Mrs. Leon Cuin-
mins and Mrs. Fenton Taylor
assisting in the lesson study.
The hostess served refresh
ments to Mesdames Leon Cum
mini, Ragon Cummins, S. P
Davis, Charles Brocluneyer, Jr.
Deamon Morris, Harold Smith
Floyd Hunter, H. C. Adams
Shellie White, Orland Newsom
Shell Hunsaker, Bill Adams
Charles Nichols, Lloyd Beck.
Cobb
Cobb Homemakers held an all
day meeting Tuesday at th
home of Mrs. Garland Shoulders
The morning program cons'ste
of a lesson in sleeve setting
given by Mrs. Clyde 0. Wood
and a talk on Ecuador and Peru
by Mrs. Jack P'Pool. At the aft
ernoon session a dress form wa
constructed.
Pot luck luncheon was serve
at noon to the following mem
bets and their guests: Mesdames
Clyde 0. Wood, Cline Murphy
Jack P'Pool, V. T. White, J. M
Taylor, 0. M. Bryant, Perc
Piercy, D. D. Rogers, Earl Wood
Chester Newton, J. W. Dunn
Thomas Baker, and Lloyd Beck
Misses Mildred Bryant a n
Linda Piercy.
Automobile Accidents...
Are greatly increased over a year ago—
older, faster driving. Liability insurance
a necessity NOW.
MARK CUNNINGH
THE MAN WITH THE PLAN
111 W. Market Ni. PHONE 81 PRINCETON, KY.
All
Taxes
Paid
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See what o Deautiruf
change cokes place in dry
skin when you give It
regular "Botany" Lanolin core,.
These dainty prepora-
lions ore so incredibly rich
Inc lanolin they smooth
away tho traces of dry',
maintain the oil balance-If
needs for_baouty.
Wood Drug Store
CRPITOL
1_
Po. • Three
NOW
SHOWING
EXTRA! . . . PETE SMITH NOVELTY & NEWSREEL
SATURDAY, APR. 6 —
Thrills and Adventure in the Days When
the Gun Ruled the Wild West! 
ALSO — CHAPTER 2 of SUPER THRILLER
"THE MONSTER !:,Z)
 and 
Walt Disney DONALD DUCK Cartoon
SUN. & MON., APR. 7 - 8 —
THAT TANTALIZIN', SCANDALIZIN' GAL'S
BACK .. . TO TAKE YOU ON A JOY RIDE!
DID MAISIE DO WRONG?
WELL SHE DIDN T DO HAD!
A yawn . . . .
BUGS BUNNY CARTOON —"wnArs COOKING, DOC!"
PARAMOUNT NEWS OF THE WORLD
TUES. & WED., APR. 9-10—
WITH RECKLESS DAYS and
NIGHTS of ADVENTURE!
George RAFT
Claire TREVOR
Signe 47-4.41°P
HASSO
Added Treats.
MIGHTY MOUSE CARTOON — TRAVEL IN COLOR
COMING! APR. 11 - 12 —
He's bock swan
*Oh orders
to cottony Pam!
New State Budget Gives
No Increase To Farm
Agencies Here
Princeton's Sub - Experiment
Station, operated by the Univer-
sity of Kentucky, College of
Agriculture, will receive $17,600
a year the next 2 years under
the budget bill signed into law
by Gov. S. S. Willis last week.
This is the same the sub-station
has received the last 2 years, S.
.1. Lowry, superintendent, said
this week.
The State horticulture work,
headed by W. D. Armstrong,
with offices in the sub-station
here, will receive $10,000 a year
the next biennium, which also is
the same appropriation for this
work during the last 2 years.
Mr. Armstrong's office services
the entire State for horticulture.
The local Extension office, un-
der J. F. Graham and Mrs. Nancy
S. Beck, will not get additional
funds under the new State bud-
get but included in the $250,-
000 a year alloted for agricultural
• extension service are funds which
will provide home demonstra-
tion agents to counties which do
not now have such facilities, Mr.
• Graham said. Lyon county is
among those which are expected
STRANGLER — This woman
shown in tears while held on
a charge of investigation at
police headquarters, Detroit,
Mich., was identified as Mur-
icl,Wrightman, .23, by detec-
tive Sgt. "'Delbert Raymond of
the Detroit police homicide di-
vision who said she confessed
that she strangled her 10-
week-old niece i Algonac,
Mich., last December. (AP
Wirephoto)
to have home demonstratio
agents soon, an official at Eddy-
vile said last weekend.
Everybody reads The Leader!
Now They're Here!
STEEL FILING CABINETS!
Letter and Legal Size
With Lock and Without
Come in today and let us show you why people
prefer Steel Age quality.
C RNETTE'S
STATIONERS
702 South Main HOPKINSVILLE, KY. Phone 13014
For Sale!
321/2 acres of land, level and well drained. On
Federal Highway, one mile from Princeton, elec-
tricity available. No improvements. Fine site
for home. Phone 467 or see —
Marshall Ethridge
THE RURAL
TELEPliONE JOB
AHEAD
WE are enlarging our rural telephone ex-
pansion activities just as rapidly as equipment
and materials become available.
At many places we have to install more
equipment at the central office, in addition
to building telephone lin is out into the rural
areas, before we can furnish service.
At other plocis we even have to construcr
or enlarge buildings before we have space to
install the central office equipment.
Much depends on how rapidly manufac-
Niel% can supply the necessary equipment
and materials. However, we will continue to
go forward with our rural telephone work as
fast as conditions permit.
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
lattiorporated
3904 (Rural) April 1946
Man Clallits—Weeklias—Faria Publkatioas
Asks Cooperation
In Hospital Drive
(Continued from Page One)
made any other commitments.
No decision has been made re-
garding what size hospital
Princeton should have, or where
it will be located. All such mat-
ters must be decided by the
permanent organization, to be
formed at a date selected by
representatives of the civic
groups.
"Of course, we have obtained
a mass of information bearing
upon the sort of hospital Prince-
ton needs and can support. Some
of the most interested men and
women of the town and county
have read certain books and
pamphlets, circulated by good
authorities, dealing with the hos-
pital problem in towns like
Princeton; how new hospitals
are built and paid for, how
they may be operated success-
luny. All this information should
be pooled and used to the best
advantage here.
"We have had numerous sug-
gestions that a Town Hall meet-
ing be held in the courthouse or
the Butler High auditorium, for
general discussion of the hospital
matter, and this may be tried
. . . if there is sufficient interest
and demand.
"It may appear to many good
citizens who have long been
aroused to the need of better
and more modern health and
hospital facilities here that pro-
gress has been slow, as regards
the present effort to organize
for a financial campaign; but I
hope all who will lend themsel-
ves to the drive will be patient
for a little while longer . . . and
then pitch in and give their full
and active help in the big job
which lies ahead," Mr. Simmons
concluded.
Goals For Food
Production Set
(Continued from Page One)
many acres were planted for
cover and pasture only. Farm-
ers are urged to harvest all small
grain possible and top dress these
small grains with ammonia ni-
trate, as a means of increasing
yields.
The goal for soybeans for oil
is 700 acres, 250 acres more
than was harvested in 1944.
Farmers who have over-flow
bottoms or level ridge land are
asked to plant beans for harvest
if possible, Mr. George said.
Some of the most effective
means of conserving feed and
fcazd, Mr. George said, is to sell
hogs at lighter weights, 200 to
225 pounds. He explained that
after hogs reach approximately
200 pounds, more feed is requir-
ed to produce a pound of pork
than for lighter hogs, and to
feed cattle less grain and utilize
pastures to greater advantage.
He said there are many ways
of conserving feeds and the
greatest saving Is to avoid waste.
Fats and oil may be conserved
l57 making better use of meat
drippings, serving fewer fried
foods, saving and re-using fats
d oils for cooking purposes,
tendering excess fats on meats,
solving bacon grease for cooking
purposes and going easier on
oils and salad dressings.
"Experie'Ince has taught that
it is very difficult to sell people
of foreign lands the democratic
way of life when they have emp-
ty stomachs, and that we waste
enough to prevent starvation to
many of our fellow men. Con-
serving and providing them with
food will have much to do with
the peace," Mr. George said.
Odds against four perfect
bridge hands being dealt are
158,000,000 to one.
vellitelastaiausai
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
HUNGER IN HAMBURG —An old woman resident of Hamburg, Germany, 
oblivious to every-
thing except her quest for food, peers intently into a garbage can •during 
her search in the
city where the food situation is acute. Lt. Gen. Lucius D. Clay, deputy mil
itary governor of
American zone, announced in Berlin that food rations for Germans would be cut 
20 percent as
of April 1. Photo by Associated Press staff photo iikrapher B. I. Sanders. (AP Wirephoto)
What! No Cows?
Patterson, N. J. —(10— Fire
Chief Thomas L. Coyle, report-
ing on 1,000 fires in Patterson last
years, listed some causes as: Cats
upsetting oil lamps, people try-
ing to make home-made bombs
and mixing alcohol, cigarettes
and bedding.
Attention
BOYS!
I have For Sale —
Black Angus Calves.
Telephone 178-J
Marvin Cummins
Strayed...
2 large White and red spot-
ted bird dogs. Last seen on
Bill Wylie's farm about 5 p.m.
Tuesday going in the direction
of Sugar Creek school house
community. Anyone furnish-
ing information leading to re-
turn of these dogs, will be
rewarded.
Phone 75 or 83
Roy and George
Stevens
DRIVE tAJITH CAp
COME spring, you want to get out and drive.
To insure safe, enjoyable driving let us give
your car a bumper to bumper check up—make
all necessary repairs nowl Our complete spring
service puts your car in A-1 running order.
Drive in today.
Hodge's Service Station
Standard Oil Products
N. CT. MI 'MONS 117
He Eats Anything He Wants
Now, Says Mr. Autry And
Has Regained 20 Lbs.
Feels More Like Old
Self Than In Years.
"No person in the U. S. A.
feels more grateful to Retonga
than I do," declares Mr. John
D. Autry of Rosine, Ky. Mr.
Autry was wounded and gassed
during World War I. He is a
respected machinist and former-
ly served as notary public in the
Ftosine district.
"At times," said Mr. Autry,
"it seemed that the pressure
of gas in my stomach would al-
most cut off my breath. I tried
different medicines and treat-
ments but in one two-week
period I lost 20 lbs. Severe con-
stipation developed, I felt ex-
tremely restless, and lots of
Deaths - Funerals
Attend Funeral Here
Among out-of-town persons
attending the funeral of J. F.
Marquess here last week were
Andy Dekens, Fred Drogula and
Mrs. Mattie Hankins, Chicago;
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Marquess,
Detroit; Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mar-
quess, Fayetteville, Tenn.; James
Marquess and son, Detroit; Hen-
ry Scudder, Mrs. Elmo Scudder,
William and Howard Scudder
and Mrs. Walter Holt, all of
Nashville.
Marvin Rich
Funeral services for Marvin
Rich, 62, who died at his home
here Sunday morning, were held
Monday afternoon at Repton,
Crittenden county. Survivors are
his widow and three children.
Burial was in Repton Cemetery.
nights I could sleep only an
hour or two. I felt so weakened
I could hardly get around the
house.. I suffered from nervous
indigestion and heartburn and
was practically living on liquid
foods and raw eggs.
"Within a week after I started
using Retonga I could eat any
kind of food I desired. I have
regained twenty pounds. I now
rest well and constipation has
been relieved. I feel that I would
not be here now if I had not
found Retonga and I wish I
could tell every one of the re-
lief it brought me."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to insufficient flow
of digestive juices in the stomach,
loss of appetite, Vitamin B-1 de-
ficiency and constipation. Accept
no substitute. Retonga may be
obtained at Dawson's Drug Store.
Oranges were first brought
into Europe from China by the
Portuguese in 1547.
-NOTICE -
Have opened my office, and
ready to practice in the same
manner as when I left. Come
in and see me, in the base-
meat of the Elk's Building.
NT. COLE
MASSO-THERAPIST
PHONE
Off. 6714 Res. 671-W
HOURS
8 to .12 A.M. 1 to 5 P.M.
Dr. W. E. Willis announcet the opening
of his office for the general practice of
dentistry.
Office adjoining Dr. Keeney's office,
over Wood and Murphy's Dry Goods Store.
Hours 9 to 12 a.m. — 1 to 5 p.m.
Telephone 26
NOW OPEN!
KRINARD'S BAKERY
•We -ipittiottre—M -ticnntrOaked—Pies---onel
HOT ,DO-NUTS — A SPECIALTY
Visit our modern Bakery today — You
are assured of prompt, COUrtillOUS wrYies.
•
**wig. 
ASPCA Gets Its Man—
And He Gets His Dog
New York —AP— After a
month's search, the American
Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to animals finally found
the owner of a stray white spitz
dog—a Marine in Hawaii. The
Marine, Reinhart L. Metting, an-
swering the society's letter, ex-
plained he'd left the dog for a
friend to send to his home in
Gonad, Texas, when he was
shipped from New York. The
society shipped the dog home
for him.
Everybody reads The Leader!
Ancient people thought
aids sharpened the wits,
ferred riches, and when p
under the tongue, gave the
of prediction.
Old Faithful geyser in Yello
stone National Park throws
000 gallons of steaming hot w
ter 150 feet in the air every
minutes.
PHONE 401 PRINCE 
Fredonia, Ky.
STEVENS
Insurance Agency
Successor To
DARIUS DYER
SAME LOCATION
Telephone 104
Beginning Monday, April 8, we will discontinue
deliveries on everything except cement and that
only when we are pouring.
Owing to activities of the OPA, our stock is so
depleted that we are not justified in maintaining
delivery service.
The Yard will be opeg and we will thank you
for your patronage.
Phone 304 S. Cave St
34 Beautiful
Patterns
From 114 to 36¢
Western Auto
Associate Store
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y - Litchfield
r. W. F. Lacy, 
Hopkinsville,
ounces the marriage of his
hter, Vivian L. Lacy to Hoy
Litchfield, son of Mr. and
, W. T. Litchfield also of
kinsville.
e wedding took place on
h 25, in Atlanta, Ga., with
honorable Mayor H. O. Bow-
officiating, in the double
ceremony. The bride was
ctively attired in black and
e, with matching accessories
wearing a corsage of red
buds.
er an extended wedding
to points of interest in the
, Mr. and Mrs. Litchfield
at home on McPherson Ave.,
kinsville.
r the last three years, Mr.
field has been employed at
Atomic -Bomb Center, Oak
e, Tenn. He is now book-
er for the Sisk Motor Co.
Litchfield is employed in
State Welfare Department.
. 
Litchfield is a former rest-
of this county and has many
di and relatives here.
ntry Club Dance
ere will be a dance at the
ceton Country Club tonight
ay) for members only.
'e will be furnished by Clark
ar's orchestra.
or Service Men
dinner was given at the
onia Cumberland Presby-
Church Wednesday night,
the regular prayer service,
onor of returning service
Present were Lawrence
burn, Kermit Lowery,
Moore, Dave Perkins,
Perkins, Paul West, Mal-
Blackburn, Kenneth Moore,
Applegate, Allen Fuller,
Beavers and L. C. Foley.
Foxhounds In Bridal Escort
Capt. R. G. Thackray and his bride are escorted by the Staintodale Hunt after their wedding
at Soaley, near Scarborough, Yorkshire, England. Members of the Hunt, with the foxhounds,
formed the escort honoring the bride, daughter of the late Major J. S. Elwis, a former Master
of the pack. (AP Wirephoto)
Fredonia News
,j Miss Rebecca Beavers, of De-
troit, Mich., is spending a few
weeks with her grandmother,
Mrs. Allie Bugg.
Mrs. Raymond Moore, of Grove
Center, visited friends here and
was the overnight guest of her
children, Kenneth and Gladys
Suth, one day last week.
Rev. Thomas G. Roote, of
Louisville, was the overnight
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Lester
THE EASY. WAY.
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SILVER.
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50
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SUTHO SUDS, INC.
INDIANAPOLIS, INO
SO"
ECONOMY
PACKAGE
A. The new side:wing, offside-toe sandal in
red, green, beige or white.
B. Picaform'd halter-back pump in bright red
or the now neutral beige.
C. Open. T- strap. a playtime fqvarite n NA
Wig* or black.
Young Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Faught
and sons visited Mr. and Mrs.
Glen Maddox, of Owensboro,
last weekend.
Mrs. Cort Henson is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. George John-
son, in Paducah. Before return-
ing home she will also visit
friends in Benton.
Rev. Thomas G. Roote, of
Louisville, occupied the pulpit
of the First Baptist Church Sun-
day and Sunday night.
Birthday Party
A birthday party. was given
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Herschel Hogan, Baldwin Ave-
nue, Sunday, March 24, in honor
of Mrs. L. J. Hogan, who cele-
brated her 69th birthday.
Dinner was served to Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Glass; Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Lewis; Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
Boyd; Mrs. E. W. Stallins, Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Powell; Mr. and
Mrs. 0. D. Phelps and daughter.
Norma, of Louisville, Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Burchett and sons,
Adrain, Gerald and Ralph; Mr.
Everett Hogan, Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy McDaniel and children;
Mrs. Roy Hogan and daughters,
Rebecca, Sarah Frances, Betty
Jane and Anna Katherine; Mr.
and Mrs. Don Oliver and chil-
dren, P. H. Hogan; Mr. and Mrs.
Herschel Hogan and children,
Donna Marie, Helen Frances and
John Herschel, Jr.
The large birthday cake was
cut by Mrs. Hogan.
To Grow Strawberries
Sponsored by K. J. Day,
through the 4-H club council,
50 Pike county boys and girls
will grow strawberries. Each
club member will receive 500
Blakemore plants and 50 pounds
of mixed fertilizer.
Everybody reads The Leader!
r—Butler High News
Dottie Deen and Bob Taylor
Reporters
Sixteen Princeton Girl Reser-
ves were guests in Owensboro
at the Girl Reserve Conference,
March 29-30. A banquet was
given by the Owensboro Y. W.
C. A. After the banquet, a talent
program followed in which the
Princeton group won third prize.
The girls were accompanied by
Mrs. J. L. Walker, Girl Reserve
leader.
• • •
The Sophomore class won
honors at Butler gymnasium last
week when the boys' and girls'
teams took botit championships
in the intra-class basketball
tournament. In the firkals of the
girls' event the Sophs' defeated
a Jr.-Sr. combined team, 8 to 1,
while the boys won from the
Freshmen, 26 to 24.
• • •
The 1945-46 basketball squad
will be honored next Tuesday
night at the High School. Special
awards will be presented to let-
termen.
Two Derby Marks
Due To Topple
Louisville, Ky.—(R)--Officials
expect at least two new records
to be set here May 4 when the
72nd annual Kentucky Derby
is run at Churchill Downs.
The added money totals $100,-
000—or ;25,000 more than ever
offered for the mile and one-
quarter spin. The winner's share,
consequently; will set a new
Derby mark.
Attendance figures likewise
are expected to set a new stan-
dard. Col. Matt J. Winn, Downs
president, expects the crowd to
pass 100,000.
Estimates on previous Derbies
have ranged as high as 90,000 or
more.
Tour "Ilnyword"
In Swanky
SPORTS
Phone 50
• • •
Dorothy Ann Davis
At The Churches
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
J. Lester McGee, minister
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Worship' 10:53 ,a.m. Sermon
Subject: "The Soul Losing Busi-
ness Of The Church"
Youth Fellowship 7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship 7:30. Sermon
Subject: "Love, Courtship And
Marriage" Special message to
Youth.
Mid-week Prayer Service Wed.
7:30 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Haller, Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Marning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Warship
THE CENTRAL
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Donal Wilmoth, minister
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:45 a.m. Morning Worship
Topic: "I Have Desired To Eat
With You"
7:00 p.m. Evening Worship
Topic: "Christian Assurance."
HOLINESS CHURCH
Rev. Mrs. Opal Blackford,
Beginning Monday night, April
8, at 7:30 o'clock, an old-fashion-
ed revival. The Rev. Loyd Cal-
vert, of East St. Louis, Ill., will
be the evangelist.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
9:45 Bible School
11:00 Morning Worship
7:30 Evening Worship
The Leader
Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Powell, Pad-
ucah, on the birth of a daugh-
ter, Dana Ruth, March 27, at
Riverside Hospital. Mrs. Powell
is the former Ruth Hobgood, of
Princeton, and Mr. Powell is a
former member of The Leader
staff, now a Sun-Democrat staff
writer.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brenda,
Cobb, on the birth of a daughter,
Phyllis Lynn, April 1.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Jewell,
Princeton, on the birth of a son,
March 30. He has been named
William Lee.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Cloyd Brasher,
Ffedonia, Route 1, on the birth
of a son, Carl Eugene, March 29.
• • •
Dr. and Mrs. Burton Haley,
Baltimore, /dd., on the birth of
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Wylie
and little daughter, Susan Gay,
New Albany, incl., spent Satur-
day night and Sunday with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Wylie, Washington street.
Aubrey Childress, Louisville,
spent last week-end withshis mo-
ther, Mrs. W. W. Childress,
Eagle street.
Mr. and Mrs. Grayson Harral-
son and children, Don and Lee,
returned Sunday from a month's
vacation in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Mrs. Ernestine Jennings, Louip-
vine, spent last week-end heik
with friends. She also visited
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Townes in
Paducah.
Miss Prudence Polk, Nashville,
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Dique
Eldred and family, W. Main
street.
Mr. and Mrs. George Eldred
and Mrs. Dique Eldred spent
Thursday in Nashville.
Mrs. R. S. Robertson arrived
Tuesday from Tarrytown, N. Y.,
to visit her daughter, Mrs. W.
C. Sparks, and Mr. Sparks, Eddy-
ville Road.
Miss Margaret Terry Davis,
student at Christian College,
Columbia, Mo., is spending the
Spring vacation with her mother,
Mrs. Bernice M. Davis, and fam-
ily, W. Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ratliff
left Sunday morning for their
home in Stockton, N. J., after
a month's stay here.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. McConnell,
Henderson, spent last week-end
here with Mr. and Mrs. Rey
McGough.
Miss Suzanne Sparks will ar-
rive Friday from Ward-Belmont
College, Nashville, Tenn., to
spend the Easter vacation with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Sparks, Eddyville Road.
Cadet Larry Pedley will ar-
rive Friday from Venice, Fla.,
where he spent the Winter se-
mester at Kentucky Military
jnstitute, for a vacation with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. .G.
M. Pedley, Locust street.
Judge and Mrs. G. G. Harralson
have returned from a vacation
in Hot Springs, Ark.
Mrs. Marianna Wright, Louis-
ville, is visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. W. D. Dawson and
family, Green street.
Cadet Bill Sparks will arrive
rriday frbm Venice, Fla., where
he spent the Winter semester
at Kentucky Military Institute
for a Spring vacation with his
a son, March 24. Mrs, Haley is
the former Sue Davis, of Prince-
ton.
Coat and Cap Sets. All
wool — pastels.
"Matey's" knitted 2-piece
suits for both boys and
girls.
Princeton
;T.
Princeton Leader
Princeton, Kv
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Sparks, Eddyville Road.
Mrs. John B. Chilton left Fri-
day for Detroit, Mich., where
she will visit her nephew, Henry
Paine Ashley.
'Lieut. and Mrs. R. 0. Nes%
were recent guests of her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Prince,
Green street, enroute to Ft.
Lewis, Tacoma, Wash, where
Limdenant Nash has been trams-
ferred from Ft. Leonard Wood,
Mo.
Miss Lucille Holsapple, Paducah,
spent Sunday with her sister,
Mrs. Melvin Fralick and family,
Dawson Road.
Carter A. Turley, Sic, Route
2, and G. K. White, Jr., Slc,
Princeton, were among Kentuc-
ky men discharged from the
naval service last week.
Our colorful washable wallpaper will bright-
en up your house this spring. We have a wide
selection of patterns—from 9¢ per single roll
to 75¢ per single roll.
MoGough Paint
and
Wallpaper Store
These Small Fashions Will Lead
The Easter Parade
How the kiddies rove Eastertime — bring
your youngsters ttl.) see our gay, delightful
collection of dresses, suits, coats and hats
. . . for all SMALL FRYI
rves Aaarown.razoilr4,., Issomminteamir•
44,otalcil Tel Shop HopkinsviNe
1.1
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NOTICE
The following described tax bills representing
the 1945 taxes on real estate and tangible State and
County School Taxes, and the amounl shown together
with all costs thereon, will be offered for sale at pub-
lic auction at the Courthouse door in Princeton, Ky.,
on Monday, April 15, 1946, between the hours of
10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
PRINCETON CITY
Beckner Norman (Est), 1 Lot,
$20.17
Brinkley C. E., I Lot, $16.78
Clark R. B., 5 Lots, $22.19
Crisp Mrs. Chesley, I Lot, $5.82
Davis Mrs. Fannie, 1 Lot, $27.41
Dixon Wilford, 2 A., $13.41
Duvall Charles, 1 Lot, $20.40
Gates Harold, Int., $6.8§
Gray Mrs. Chas. M., 2 Lots, $11.83
Gray N. L., 1 Lot, $11.17
Guess James N., Tang., $5.92
Haines John ,F., I Lot, $3.40
Howard Fred B., 1 Lot, $45.19
Howton John, 1 Lot, $11.97
Hudson Josephine, 1 Lot, $7.38
Hurt L. E., 1 Lot, $7.01
Jennings Dave, 1 Lot & Tang.,
$11.12
Johnson Mrs. Kennie, 1 Lot,
$29.89
Johnson Zelma, 1 'Lot, $1.60
Jones A. W., 1 Lot, $25.07
Lane Louise, 1 Lot, $5.81
Marquess Mrs. Emma, 77A., $5.81
McCaslin J. W., 1 Lot, $4.60
McConnell T. B., 3 Lots, $135.90
McQuirk R. M., 1 Lot, $1.59
MiLstead J. M., 1 Lot, $13.04
Mitchell Mrs. Cecil, 125A., $12.56
Morgan J. W., 2 Lots, $28.82
Morris Robert, Tang., $14.28
O'Hara James (Est), 2 Lots,
A4474
Ort Mrs. J. B., 2 Lots, $29.89
Parent Sam, 1 Lot, $1.59
Parent Charline, 1 Lot, $29.89
Patten Mrs. Dan, 1 Lot, $1.61
Ray Mrs. Cordie, 2 Lots, $14.25
Russell W. D., Tang., $6.19
Smith Sarah Lou, 1 Lot, $1.60
Stout John Sr., Tang., $5.64
Thompson J. H., 1 Lot, $16.65
Wade Roy & Shellie, 1 Lot,
$15.44
Williams R. C., 1 Lot, $13.18
Williams James, 1 Lot, $5.59
Wylie Joe (Est), 5 Lots, $59.60
PRINCETON COUNTRY
Aydelott Mrs. Galena, 50 A.,
$7.74
Beshears Morris, 50 A., $8.42
tietsy Mining Co., Mineral Right,
•4.21
Boyd Charlie, 36 A., $7.63
Camp C. L., Tang., $9.08
Corner Friend, 13 A., $2.26
Cartwright Ella, 1 Lot, $7.42
Coleman Leo, 29 A., $22.83
Coleman Lucie, 37 A., $6.20
Crider W. Homer (N. Min-
eral Right, $81.25
Crisp Martha, 200 A., $3.89
Dearing Cline C. (N. R.), 184 A.,
$25.07
Dillingham Ben L., 7 A., $2.93
Dunbar Will H., Tang., $22.21
fox Rev. John N., Tang., $14.80
Haile R. G., 45 A., $11.49
Harmon Jessie Mrs., 23 A., $9.67
Harris Mary J., Int., $1.88
&Om Everett, 3 A., $12.45
Holt Mrs. Jacob G., 1 Lot, $5.81
Jones Herbert 1 Lot 11/4 A., $7.87
Lane Lonnie (N. R.), 35 A., $7.93
Lax Mrs. Martha, Tang., $9.35
Leech Buford (N. R.), 100 A.,
$12.56
Martin Willie B. (N. R.), 30 A.,
$6.78
Mason Mable M., Tang., $4.64
Marlow Owen, 1 Lot, $7.15
McNeely S. J. (Est), 11/4 A., $3.41
Merrell J. D., Tang., $5.26
Murphy Garland F., Tang., $6.08
Nichols' Charles, 86 A., $12.45
Payne Mrs. Mary E., 153 A., $8.70
' Powell M. G. (N. R.), 81/4 A.,
$18.33
'Rawlins J. W., 1 Lot, $11.16
Robertson Phil, Tang., $7.77
Spurlock Jim, Tang., $7.92
Stallins Mrs. Mack M., 88 A.,
$10.63
Stanley Joe, Tang., $5.79
Thorp A. T., 18 A., $8.60
Thomas Carl, 1 Lot, $5.94
Thomas Elvis, 2 A., $7.92
Wyatt Orvis, Tang., $5.81
Young Jonn R., 2 Lots, $2.60
DONALDSONS
rieadles Evadine, 9 A., $4.85
'Burchfield Sheck (Est), 69 A.,
$6.78
Drennan Mrs. Grace, 124 A., $8.67
Norvel Dewey (N. R.), 1/4 A.,
$5.25
Simpson Aubrey (N. R.), 22 A.,
$1.96
Snow W. B. (N. R.), 120 A.,
$16.40
Utterback Charlie, Tang., $8.35
Walker Mrs. Amble, 3 A., $2.93
, Fritts Howard, Tang., $5.81
IP`rairiklin E. P., Tang., $4.90
lilophins J. C., 100 A., $14.37
*Walker W. F., Tang., 0.28
BIICRSNORT •
10.7.18/ •
•$4.115
es Fred & Roy. 88 A., $8.70
randon, A. A., 3 A., $8.80
artwright Oleah, 64 A., $20.26
Niles, 7 A„ $10.52
Bros., 20 A., $4.85
der Lillian B., 57 A., $6.78
Ed. (Bet), 45 A., $18.41
Ropert X., 40 A., $7.68
I. I., II A., $7.83
Howton Silas, 49 A., $12.45
Hunter Mrs. Henry, 75 A., $3.40
Marshall G. H., 4 A., $5.52
Martin R. W. (N. R.), 150 A.,
$8.70
McGregory Orvil (N. R.), 1 Lot
10 A., $4.00
Miller Walter, 7 A., $6.09
Morris Bethel (N. R.), 2 A.,
$10.63
Poe Shellie (N.H.), 113 A., $11.59
Reynolds A. L. (N.H.), 140 A.,
$6.78
Reddin Charles, 40 A., $8.19
Sisk Gracie, 51/4 A., $2.93
Smith J. A., 84 A., $19.19
Strong F. Fuston (Est), 65 A.,
$4.85
Thomason Raymond, 52 A., $12.45
Woodruff Joe, 107 A. 3 A., $14.48
HARMONY
Slane C. C. (N.R.), 37 A., $2.93
Fowler Lows, 30 A., $6.78 '
Ladd Mrs. W. F. (Est), 39 A.,
$10.95
Miles Maggie Jewell, 21/4 A.,
$1.38
Mitchell Willard J., 86 A., $15.45
Morris 0. T., 125 A., $20.34
Strong Oscar, 117 A., $37.48
FREDONIA CITY
Faught Adrain, Tang., $8.92
Southern Gold Cheese Co., 1
Lot, $79.00
Wonderduff John, 6 A., $6.67
FREDONIA COUNTRY
Fredonia Limestone Co., Tang.,
$7.78
Griffin Dr. E. M., 1 Lot, $10.63
Hackney Luther, 47 A., $15.18
Hewlett Mary J., 198 A., $39.52
Princeton Spar Co., 50 A., $22.18
Rogers J. J., Tang., $7.88
Rogers Bros., Tang., $32.30
Rowland W. Joe (Est), 35 A.,
$2.44
Ruffin Oscar, 50 A., $6.30
Traylor Jewell, Tang., $14.79
PRINCETON CITY COLOR9D
Allen Ruben, 1 Lot, $5.81
Asher Martha, 1 Lot, $4.99
Baker Paul, 1 Lot, $11.97
Bailey W. H., 1 Lot, $13.61
Bunyan Cal, 1 Lot, $3.65
Brows Myrtle E., 2 Lots 10 A.,
$22.31
Cook Tom (N.H.), 1 Lot, $2.31
Dotson Alvie, 1 Lot 75 A., $28.20
Duke Formal, 1 Lot, $11.82
Gaither Bertie, 1 Lot, $7.02
Glover Bettie, 1 Lot, $10.63
Glover Eli (Est), 1 Lot, $7.01
Groom Alvie G., 1 Lot, $9.56
Haskins Boby & Mattie Lee, 2
Lots. $2.20
Hall U. B. F., 1 Lot, $17.85
Johnson Beulah, 1 Lot, $8.22
Lee Otho & Wife, 1 Lot, $7.02
Machen Sallie & Husband, 1
Lot, $6.29
Mallory S. G., 1 Lot, $9.43
McChesney Tommy, 2 Lots,
$26.41
McNary Mark, 18 A., $7.63
Walls Fred, 1 Lot, $10.63
Williams Viola (Est), 3 Lots,
$20.26
PRINCETON COUNTRY COL.
Bunyan Cal, 3 Lots, $22.67
Edwards Harvey Heirs, 39 A.,
$8.70
Eison Robert, 88 A., $14.38
Hunter Mattie (Est), 19 A., $3.41
Urey Barney, 32 A., $10.52
FREDONIA CITY COLORED
Barker Warner .Jr. & Stella, 1
Lot, $4.21
Frazier Willis, 22 A., $9.37
The Hindus are credited with
originating the science of trigo-
nometry.
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
Obese 260
Authorized Representative of
Ohio Valley TortnInix gorporation
INSPECTIONS FREE
FAST RELIEF
From Too Frequent Urination,
Backache, Roo-Down Feeling
-Ate to irritation of die bladder
caused by excess acidity I. Ii. urine
iiiiiaritelemnitareireoreeri ••••
up a/
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•• • Iht? ct. *pee
to water
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latrteafraosente. thatisElt
Irritation eed
Atomic Energy Is
Assured Industry
Senators Astounded By
Disclosure Of State
Department Official
(By Associated Preen)
Washington - A method has
been discovered to "denature"
plutonium, senators reported
Monday, so that atomic energy
which it produces may be used
for industrial purposes but will
be unssitable for bombs.
Members of the Senate Atom-
ic Energy committee said that
Undersecretary of State Dean
Acheson had discussed this de-
velopment in presenting a report
which proposed an international
licensing system under the Unit-
tad Nations commission for con-
trol of fissionable raw materials
and of the manufacture of atomic
power.
Meanwhile President Truman
announced the members of a
nine-man civilian commission to
evaluate the results of the pro-
posed bomb tests at Bikini
This appeared to indicate strong-
ly that the tests would be held
this summer despite contrary
reports which followed last Fri-
day's order for a six-week delay.
Acheson's talk of "denaturing"
plutonium, the element now used
in producing atomic energy, ap-
partenly exploded like a bomb
in the Senate's committee's
closed session.
After removing cooked mack-
erel to the platter, add two
tablespoons of orange juice to
the drippings in the pan and
pour over the fish before ser-
ving.
Watch Your
Kidneys!
Help Them Cleanse the Blood
of Harmful Body Waste -
Your kidneys are constantly filtering
'rut. matter from the blood stream. But
kidneys sometimes lag in their work--do
not act as Nature intended-fall to re-
mov• impuritim that, if ret•lned, may
poison the eystem and upset the whole
body machinery.
Symptoms may be rumen( backache.
pereistent headache, attacka of dissinese,
getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes--• feeling of nervous
anxiety and loss of pap and tunnels.
Other signs oi kidney or bladder dis-
order are sometimes burning, scanty or
too frequent urination.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment in wiser than neglect. Uise
Doon's Pills. Dome* nave been winning
new friends for more than forty years.
They hav• a nation-wide reputation.
Are recommended by grateful people the
country over. Ask your neighbor!
DOAN'S PILLS
rilow women and girlsN
7Aay get wanted relief
ifrom functional periodic pain
Cardul is a liquid medicine which
many women say has brought relief
the cramp-like agony and nor-
strain of functional periodic
Matra'. Hares bow It may WV:
Taken Like • tante,
It should cumulate
appetite, aid Mem-
Um,* thus help build re-
instance for the
to come.
AP) Started 3 days In-
ca fore your time". 11
should help relieve
fitin due 
ral periodic 
purely tune-
Try Cardul. U It helps, you'll
bss glad you did.
c.deeARP
Girl Television Director
Finds Life Is Seldom Dull
By Adelaide Kerr
(AP Nevrefeatures)
Let's look in on Frances Buss,
one of the few women television
directors. She is seated in the
control room directing a show-
a job that might lightly be liken-
ed to playing "Kitten on the
Keys" cross-handed.
Frances is flanked on one side
by an assistant director and an
audeo engineer; on the other
side by a video engineer. Her
microphone is connected to the
head phones of two televisior
operators (camera men) and to
the floor manager who is co-
ordinating all activities for a
CBS televised dramatic show.
Televisor One takes long shots
of all or part of a scene; Tele-
visor Two takes close-ups of part
of a scene. Their pictures are
flashed on separate screens on
the board before Frances. It's
her frib to direct the cameras
where she wants them, watch
the screens, choose instantan-
eously the shots she wants broad-
cast, cue them to the actor's
speeches, cue the music and
sound effects and get a smooth
performance on the television
screen.
"Take One," she says to the
video engineer. He presses a
button and Televisor One goes
on the air. "Take Two." He
presses another button and Tele-
visor Two is broadcast. After
that "cross-handed playing" for
half an hour- "You're a nervous
wreck," says Frances. "I don't
come down to earth for a couple
of hours. I think in a few years
several people will be doing
what the director does now."
Frances scoffs at any thought
that television may not make the
grade.
"It's true that we have all the
problems of radio, the theater
and the movies," she says, "aril
that we have a lot of things to
iron out yet. But I am sure we
have just scratched the surface.
We are trying all the time to
produce entertainment that be-
longs exclusively to television
-to televise dramas that are not
like the theater and pictures
that are different from the films.
"Of course I can't speak for
company policy, but I think dra-
matic programs won't be the
main-stay of the television
schedule. They are too expensive.
We are trying to develop a type
which won't be so costly."
This young addition to ' the
long list of American woman
pioneers has a face that is ex-
pressionless 90 percent of the
time. It is the face of a person
schooled under the stern check-
rein of absolute self-control. Her
plain, but pretty clothes, her
words and manner reflect the
same restraint. When she does
smile, with a sudden wide
friendly grin, the beholder is
astonished.
Frances started toward tele-
vision from her birthplace. St.
Louis, via the little theater route,
came to New York, failed to
land a job and was just about
to start back home in 1941 to
take a business course, when
she got a vacation relief job as
TN/NE TO WITAI;)
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let ages Ckowed
Awl
Yes, we know it is an old story.
but true. There is more cleaning
than over before, and less help as
time goes on. It will be worse when
tralrialerITI:AThirt. 
You can help yourself, . . and
help us ... if yorwill please make
a clothes inventory and inspection
right now ard let us have every
garment that needs cleaning today.
Thank you very much.
WHY WI IIANIT01111 YOUR CLOTH.
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hence is restored, evert la your et& Wolf•
menu. Prete stays in Isnot beams massral
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receptionist in CBS's television
studio. She stayed, moving from
one job to another until the
company curtailed operations
because of the war in 1942.
Then she went to work for a
commercial motion picture corn;
pany, where she finally directed
a picture. With that experience
under her belt she returned to
CBS when it resumed television
operation in 1944 and was made
an assistant director.
She never will forget the first
televised show she directed- a
studio boxing show. The first
match ended in a knock-out in
the first round. And for five
ghastly minutes (while the an-
nouncer ad-libbed) one contest-
ant in the second match failed
to appear. He was marooned in
his dressing room! Couldn't find-
his trunks.
Poland's Teachers
Work Day And Night -
Poznan -(1P)-- Poland is hard
up for school buildings and
school teachers, so children go
to classes in day and night shifts.
It is not uncommon to find
several teachers charged with
the task of instructing 900 chil-
dren. The teachers partially
solve the problem of trying to
give attention to all of them by
teaching classes on four-hour
shifts. This continues until long
after nightfall.
Owl Had Hoot-Spread
Of Four Blocks
Trenton, N. J. -(4')- Nights
are quiet now in the heart of
New Jersey's capital. An owl
that had made the steeple of
Prospect St. Presbyterian Church
its home in recent weeks has
been killed.
Harold A. Peterson, steeple-
ck, shot the bird. It had a
wing-spread of four feet and-
of more importance to local
residents-a hoot-spread of four
blocks.
And Some Guys
Collect Bills
Danville, Ill. -AP- Spice
lends variety to the life of Ira
Claypool.
He has a collection of 183 odd
sets of pepper and salt shakers.
They're shaped like cats, dogs,
ducks, elephants, bells, bana-
nas, pears, candles, corn, fish,
etc.
Mr. Claypool also has what it
takes to keep a record of them
-281 pencils of different types.
Always cook poultry at mod-
erate heat so the meat will be
juicy, tender and evenly done
to the bone.
Cattle Clean Up
Barn Cured Hay
George Kalmey of Jefferson
county, who, a year ago, in-
stalled barn hay-curing equip-
ment, is now feeding the hay
cured by forced air. According
to Farm Agent Shirley W. An-
derson, the hay is leafy and
green in color, of excellent
quality, and the cattle clean it up
completely.
When a sample of the hay
was analyzed, it was found to
contain 24 percent protein, more
than two-thirds of which was
digestible. •
Mr. Anderson reports that with
the aid of the Kentucky Col-
lege of Agriculture and Home
Economics, similar barn hay-
curing equipment has been de-
signed for use on the farm of
C. G. Tachau.
There are about 1,900 varieties
of milkweed in the world.
End Of War Finds
Filipinos Up In Air
Manila -AP- Two air lines
with executives who fought for
the Philippines are active in 
an
island post-war aviation boom.
Bridges wrecked and ships sunk,
Filipinos are patronizing air ser-
vices as not only the fastest way
to get places but the only way.
In three months, Far Eastern
ir Transport, Inc., beginning
operation with four surplus
bought from the Army.
hauled more than a million
a half pounds of freight and
has 14 transports and nigh
11 Philippine cities. The
pilot is Maj. Henry W. Mel,
Philippine Air Lines is r-
ing war-interrupeted servi
Col. P. I. Gunn, Arkansas
ia operations manager.
Everybody reads The
Concrete
Blacks
Phone
581 Ky. 1111-Products
Cadiz Road Princeton, K
Pasteurized
MILK
Our cap on a bottle of
pasteurized milk is your
guarantee of purity, sani-
tation and quality.
is health insurance! Serve
it at every meal. Your
family will not only enjoy
the creamy texture and
delicious taste of our pure,
rich pasteurized milk, but
they will thrive on it. Ar-
range to have a quart or
more in your refrigerator
at all times. It's perfect as
a beverage with in-be-
tween meal snacks.
Princeton Cream & Butter Co.
Phone 161
•
St,
•
•
• • • • 9, • 9, IP, • V, 9 VIA. le, I 19 • 
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FOR SALE
Choice Building Lots
and
Miniature Farms
For Home Sites
Located on the old Fairgrounds sect-
ion of the Princeton-Cadiz Highway,
gently rolling Bluegrass sodded Land.
unsurpassed Pure Fresh air, an Ideal
Place to Build a Home.
These Lots will NOT be Sold
at Auction!
Make appointment to Visit this Site
soon while some of the best locations
are still available; Many of these lots
haveAdready been solde_ RamOppor
tunity!
John E. Young
AL ESTATE & INSURANCE
910.
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FATHER AND SON ENR017TE TO HANGING IN IOWA — Phillip H. Heincy (center of first
trio back of priest), 72, flanked by guards, and his son, William H. Heincy (left of the father
in second group), 45, walk toward gallows at Fort Madison, Iowa, where both were hanged for
a murder which netted $28 in accompanying robbery. Priest is the Rev. H. V. Bongers. (AP
Wirephoto)
eat in a restaurant, you won't
be confronted with a great big
basket or plate of rolls. Under
the emergency plan, you'll get
a single roll or a slice of bread
served with your lunch. You can
thank your lucky stars for that,
because every slice of bread
ntai a o t
suburban 5-room dwelling, 1/2 Acre
nice yard and garden.
tract; two-story modern dwelling;
every way—on 62 Highway, 20
from Paducah-40 minute from
Mi.1•1111.11HOMIUMITIPOIUMMIPPIIVIIMIIPADINOMIIIM llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll lllll NUM.
For PERFECT SPREADS
use a BAUGHMAN
The Machine that Mad* LIME
Popular. Mani New Models.
Steel Bodiee—Ball and Roller
Bearings Throughout.
CALL Now, for rum. PARTICULARS and RECOMMENDATIONS
Feldhaus -Schwartz Co.
Incorporated
ird & Daviess Sts. Owensboro, Ky.
UGHMAN MANUFACTURING 00.. Ina — Factoring. I enmerrilla M.
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every roll about 140. Then, of
course, you probably never eat
bread without butter and each
little pat contains about 70 cal-
ories just to add to your misery.
You won't find many rich pas-
tries and cakes on restaurant
menus either, because they've
been asked to substitute fruits
whenever possible. So, right
there you've saved yourself a
good 400 calories on a piece of
cocoanut custard pie, 450 if you'-
ve a weakness for lemon merin-
gue.
At home you'll probably have
to skip those three-layer cakes
because cake flour will be hard
to find. If you observe the emer-
gency committee's suggestions
you won't have potatoes and
bread at the same meal, either.
Of course you should manage
to eat more of the seasonal vege-
tables and particularly those
low-caloried ones which meas-
ured by the 1/2 cup have about
the following calory count: cab-
bage, 19; boiled carrots, 25;
string beans, 16; spinach. 13;
canned tomatoes, 27; cooked tur-
nips, 27.
Raw vegetables too are low in
calories, good for you and very
filling. Celery is good to chew
on and satisfying when you are
hungry and one stalk only has
apout tiye galoriu. One Italice
lgaf 11a.4 Mont tlIne
urn radishes, 5 and a small cu-
cumber about 18. You can al-
ways whip up a delicious salad
containing few calories.
If you will just'cut down on the
quantity of cream, butter, bread
and flour used in your house-
hold every day you can save
yourself several hundred calories
a day. Without spending a cent
at a reducing salon, you should
be able to lose a pound or two
a week healthfully and pleasant-
ly just by heeding the advice of
your Uucle Sam!
Ky. farm News
W. N. Shelton of Graves coun-
ty realized an income of $744
from eight-tenths of an acre of
burley tobacco.
Ed Berman of Bullitt county
plans on setting two acres of
Blakemore strawberries this
spring, the largest amount to be
set in the county.
Since homemakers' club mem-
bers are assisting with lunches
in three schools in Boyle county,
100 percent of the schools have
hot lunches.
In Calloway county, 23 4-1I
club boys received 17,000 lob-
lolly pines for their forestry pro-
ject, none setting less than a
half acre.
Ivan Wells, 4-H club member
in Leslie county, is following the
approved practices of heating,
feeding and sanitation in rais-
ing 300 baby chicks.
About 800 cattle in Madison
county will be treated with ro-
tenone for grubs this year, fol-
lowing a successful demonstra-
tion a year ago.
Forty-three 4-H clubs in Rock-
castle-South Madison counties
have an enrollment of 1,053
members. 
•
Twenty-five fakmers in Logan
county participated in the laying
out of contours for land culti-
vation on the farm of Roy Johns.
Ninety-three acres in Simpson
county will be set to strawber-
ries this spring, group orders
totalling about a half million
plants.
It is estimated that at least
three-fourths of the tobacco
growers in Edmonson county
will plant root-rot resistant var-
ieties.
More than 300 pieces of furni-
ture are being refinished by
homemakers in Henry county.
Scouts' Budget
Fixed For Year
W. C. Sparks, R. S.
Gregory Attend Execu-
tive Board Meeting
Adoption of a council budget
of $25,120 was approved at the
February executive board meet-
ing of the Western Kentucky
Are.. Council, Boy Scouts of
America, held at the Elks Home,
Henderson, Sunday, March 31.
Council President W. L. Ful-
ton, Jr., presided and the meet-
ing was attended by 14 members
of the board. A meeting of the
council finance committee, under
chairmanship of E. W. Dozier,
Madisonville, preceded the ex-
ecutive board meeting.
In addition to regular items of
business, the executive board
approved of the following coun-
cil committee chairmen: Organi-
zation and extension, Del Mon-
arch, Owensboro; finance, E. W.
Dozier, Madisonville; camping
and activities; M. J. ' Cittfron,
Owensboro; advancement, R. S.
Gregory, Princeton; leadership
training, Rev. Bedford Turner,
Henderson, and health and safe-
ty, Dr. P. R. Cunningham, Cen-
tral City.
The following board members
attended: W. C. Sparks, Prince-
ton; Frank Delker, Jr., Hender-
son; Ivo Washburne, Beech
Creek; R. S. Staples, Henderson;
E. W. Dozier, Madisonville; R.
S. Gregory, Princeton; Rev. Bed-
ford Turner, Henderson; G. W.
Allen, Henderson; and W. L.
Fulton, Jr., E. L. Newton, Del
Monarch, and M. J. Crafton of
Owensboro; and Staff members
Robert Beal, Jr., Russell Efker,
Charles Baugh, and W. Q. Pot-
ter, Jr.
Both the halibut's eyes are on
;ts right side.
"IS MORE"
THAN AN ORDINARY PAINT
IT STAYS WHITE and PROTECTS LONGER
BPS OUTSIDE GLOSS 'WHITE is made to stay white,:
clean and attractive for many years.
• Holds its Gloss and does not yellow or 'gray'
from atmospheric conditions.
• It will give you the whitest white house on yOUP
street and the most attractive.
• Use BPS Foundation Coat White for the Firs,
Coat' ... it has remarkable hiding qualities.
OnIV 325 PER GAL:
NEW BEAUTY WITH PATTEASON-1A119ENT PAINTS
MoGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Paint Store"
N. Court Sq. Phone 672
Call us for estimate on wall-to-wall carpet
gladly quote you, whatever your needs.
If you really want a beautiful carpet — and
fitted to your rooms, now is your opportunity.
This carpet is the newest of America's greatest
arrfrief *Nita. '
Georgous patterns in rich all wool weaves.
Newest highstyle shades.
Just
Received!
All wool 3/4 carpet (27" width) in plains, self-
tones and figured. Blues, wines, burgundy, rose.
•Expert Discusses
Plant Bed Disease
If every tobacco plant-bed
were given two treatments of
bluestone-lime mixture, wildfire
and angular leafspot, or nett,
would be practically wiped out,
declared Russell Hunt, specialist
In tobacco production at the
Kentucky College of Agriculture
and Home Economics.
But to be effective, the treat-
ments must be given at the
right time, Mr. Hunt warned.
Once started, there is nothing
that can be done to control the
diseases. Living over the winter
in the soil, they are to be found
In almost all plant-beds.
As soon as the first true leaf
appears, the soil should be treat-
ed with the bluestone-lime mix-
ture, the sprinkling being done
through the canvas. To every
square yard, approximately a
quart of solution should be ap-
plied. Logs or boards framing
the bed should also be sprinkled.
Fifty gallons of solution will be
sufficient for 200 square yards,
or for a bed 86 yards by 9 feet,
or 50 yards by 12 feet. Blue-
stone-lime mixture must not be
washed off, if it is to be effec-
tive.
In about 10 days, or not later
than two weeks, the bed should
be treated for the second time.
Other important points in the
production of healthy, vigorous
tobacco plants are discussed by
Mr. Hunt in Leaflet 85, "Tobac-
co Plant Bed Management,"
which is available from county
agent offices, or from the col-
lege, Lexington.
A post service by couriers on
horseback along the present Bos-
ton Post Road was the beginning
of overland mail service in the
United States.
Sula & Eliza Nall
Your Flowers Will Make it
a "Happy Easter" for Her
Beautiful flowers convey best your felici-
tous greetings on this gay and happy
Easter. And when you order from us,
you're sure of quality, freshness and ori-
ginal, artistic arrangements. Call us at 6264
and order your Easter bouquets, corsages
and plants. Flowers telegraphed every-
where.
Oatmeal Helps
Stretch Wheat
With the supply of oats avail-
able for food in this country
larger than it has been for sev-
eral years, Americans can save
wheat needed to avert starva-
tion in Europe by eating a little
more oatmeal and a little less
bread.
Reporting to the Kentucky
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, the Bureau of Human
Nutrition and Home EcOnomics,
Washington, points out that a
serving of oatmeal equals two
slices of bread in food value.
If every man, woman and school
child will replace two slices of
bread with a serving of oatmeal
each week, 135,000 tons of wheat
for the hungry can be saved in
four months.
In some respects, oatmeal is
a more nourishing grain food
than wheat. In milling oats, only
the fibrous hull and portions
clinging to it are removed, leav-
ing the entire kernel, with its
germ and other portions rich
in vitamins and minerals, as
human food.
True oatmeal is made of the
coarsely ground oat kernels.
The more familiar form called
rolled oats is prepared by steam-
ing and then flattening the ker-
nels between steel rollers. To
produce quick-cooking rolled
oats, the kernels are cut and
flattened thinner than for the
regular type of rolled oats.
Oatmeal contains calcium and
iron; the B vitamin, thiamin;
about 60 calories to a half-cup
serving for energy, and protein
for tissue building and repair.
When a bowl of oatmeal is serv-
ed with milk or cream, or when
oatmeal is used in cookies or
blended in a meat loaf, a highly
nutritious dish is made.
4-H Club Junior Week
Announced By College
After an interval of three
years, the twenty-third annual
Junior Week for 4-H club girls
and boys will be held June 10
to 14 on the campus of the Uni-
versity of Kentucky, Lexington,
it was announced by the Col-
lege of Agriculture and Home
Economics.
Highspot of the 4-H club year,
this educational and insbirational
event will be attended by coun-
ty achievement or contest win-
ners who are 13 years of age
or more. Farm and home agents
from many counties also will
be present.
Champion individuals or teams
who won in 4-H competitions
in agriculture or home econo-
mics will have the opportunity
of competing with winners from
other counties. There will also
be a farm water management
contest and judging contests in
clothing, canning and foods.
The last Junior Week to be
held was in 1943 when 113 coun-
ties were represented.
The first great lighthouse, al-
most 400 feet high, stood on the
island of Pharos, off the coast
of Egypt, and was known as one
of the seven wonders of the
ancient world.
There are 29 islands in the
Bahamas.
A. M. Harvill
FLORISTS
IDDTVII.LE ROAD
^.4
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SAUDI ARABIA
STATUTE AMES
IRANIANS AVOID EVACUATED AREA — Shaded area is ap-
proximately that under control of Red Troops now or in recent
weeks in Iran. The Iranian Army will not reenter any of that
territory evacuated by Russians, a staff officer said. Attacks
by Kurdish tribesmen have ceased at Saqqiz (A) but anxiety
was expressed for the Iranian garrison at Sardasht. (AP Wire-
photo Map)
By Betty Clarke
(AP Neweeatures Beauty Editor)
Throw away your powderpuff,
girls, if you want a beautiful,
unblemished skin. That's the
advice of Carmel Myers, Holly-
wood screen star.
The glamorous Carmel, who
admits to being over 40, is an
example of what soap and wa-
ter can do for the complexion.
Carmel, who started in Holly-
wood pictures when she was 14,
says her lovely complexion is
the result of sunshine, water
and soap. She never uses pow-
der.
Though she knows that the
soap and water treatment may
be drying for some skins and
advises a bit of cream used when
the skin looks dry, she suggests
wiping all cream completely
away because grease, she says.
will emphasize age.
She oils her skin only when
she is planning to sunbathe, and
then she always keeps her hair
GAY CANDLE PRINT
$16.98
Side-draped peplum flatter-
er in gray, with yellow.
12-20.
covered. Her hair is brushed
often with a good brush.
Aside from her scrub routine
she uses only lipstick and 'eye
makeup. A healthy glow is sup-
plied to her skin by exercise.
She usually manages to walk a
mile with her husband to his
office each day.
About that 120-pound shapely
figure—Carmel says there are
no rich and fattening foods on
her Menu. And she drinks little
if any alcoholic beverages.
A typical day's menu might be
% grapefruit, coffee and hot
milk for breakfast; a salad and
soft' boiled eggs for lunch; a
salad, rare meat, green vege-
tables and plain or fruit cake
for dinner.
You'd imagine Carmel would
have been nervous when she
walked on the set of 'Whistle
Ston" for her first picture in 12
years. But when old timers
such as George Raft commented
that she hadn't changed an iota,
PETITE AND DEMURE
$10.98
Soft, slender button-down-
the-fronter in rayon jersey.
12-20.
THE NEW BELTED-IN SILHOUETTE
Lime green with brilliant glass-studded buttons marching
down the front. In cool rayon crepe, with wide, shirred
shoulders. Sizes 12-20.
MRS. RES I. INGIELHARDT, Owner C. IL MeGARY, Manner
4EDERATED STORES
Princeton, Kentucky
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(AP Nevrafeaturee)
Wilmington, N. C.—Northern
markets are currently receiving
cut flowers from fields in North
Carolina within 12 hours after
being cut as tar heel bulb grow-
ers take advantage of post-war
delivery freight by plane.
Introduced by the North Caro-
lina Bulb Growers Association,
delivery of cut flowers by plane
is now being operated on a semi-
weekly basis.
Florists in northern cities are
accepting 378,200 cut flowers
weekly by plane.
According to Adrain Ludeke,
president of the association, the
flowers are cut in the morning,
boxed 35 dozen to the container,
and shipped in the afternoon. A
plane-load consists of about 450
boxes or 5,000 pounds, he ex-
plained.
Ten cities are covered on three
schedules. One route calls for
stops at Washington, New York,
Boston and Philadelphia; route
two Pittsburgh, Cleveland and
Cincinnati and route three Cin-
cinnati, Indianapolis and Chi-
cago.
Cost of freight per load duns
from ;500 to ;700, Ludeke said.
He declared the loss of flowers
had been negligible as the planes
are kept at proper temtemature.
Shipment values of the flowers
by plane average about $5,000 a
load.
Australia Provides
Victuals For Britain
Canberra, Australia — AP —
Australia during the war sent
Britain 9.8 billion pounds of
food worth more than half a
billion dollars. In the last two
years about 360,000,000 pounds
of food was supplied the British
Admiralty, about two-thirds for
the Pacific Fleet. The fleet now
has moved its base from Sydney
to Hongkong but still depends
largely on Australia for food.
Carmel was really happy.
A beautiful face, says Carmel,
is partly the result of being
completely relaxed at all times.
She always manages to get eight
hours sleep and never lies
awake thinking about things to
do. She gets rid of any prob-
lem that might be bothering her
before retiring so that she can
sleep soundly.
Another method for relaxation,
she says, is to have a hobby. In
her case it is her home and
children.
She loves to shop for antiques
and furnishes her home with
them. She has fun entertaining
for her children and plans all
their parties.
Children shouldn't be kept in
the background, she belle Sea,
and her Sonny, 19, and Mary, 4,
are important members of their
parents' household. Knowing
children are inquisitive, Cannel
permits them to greet the guests
and talk to them. She always
treats her children with the
same courtesy and respect she
does an adult and feels sure
that it will help them avoid the
awkward age.
Thursday, Apr.
See This All-Metal Glider as S
now in —
Brown's Furniture Stor
Let your children enjoy one either
house or in the yard — all white or r
white.
We also have a good selection of al
Taylor Tots high chairs, rockers, nursery
baby beds, carriages, etc.
See us for all your needs in our line.
We appreciate your calls or visits
times — Satisfaction Guaranteed.
G. Homer Brow
Furniture Dealers and
Funeral Directors
Efficient Ambulance Service
Phones 666-457
Princeton, Ky.
Sparkling cleanliness, shining floors, woodwork
and furniture are qualities we admire in a home.
This is possible when the homemaker is carefree
and smiling—when she toes 1-in-X "Home Bright-
ener."-..why not put them on your shopping
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SHERWIN •WII !JAMS PAINT
CREAM
POLISH
A non-aticky furni-
ture polish that
mirrors the true
b•atety of fiu•
grained woo& Cow
ceals utesighily
wretches. Its high
sham promos your
most cherished pommies f
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low • •
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BY EWING GALLOWAY
What is everybody's business
()body's business--except the
nalist's. It is his by adop-
. 
But for his care every re-
would be stillborn. He
s officials to their duties.
exposes secret schemes of
der. He promotes every
ful plan of progress. With-
him public opinion would
shapeless and dumb. Our re-
lic and its press will rise or
together. An able, disinter-
, 
public-spirited press, with
ed intelligence to know the
t and courage to do it, can
rye that public virtue with-
which popular government
sham and a mockery."
• ph Pulitzer's creed of a
paperman, next to Lincoln's
ysburg speech in concise-
brevity and power, fits the
of .the civic leader, as well
the editor, withbut alteling
ord of it. And for Kentuc-
it could never be more
ly.
is a clarion call to all men
women enlisted in the great
k a lifting Kentucky out of
t and putting it among the
oat states of the union.
like the famous New York
•r's "intelligence to know
right and the courage to do
Especially "the courage to
it, because the struggle to
te into realities the re-
espoused by leaders in the
'lite for Kentucky is go-
to be hard and often bitter.
e sentiments, eloquent
es, resounding declarations
necessary preliminaries, but
ramparts of reaction are well
ed and strongly financed.
e forces of reaction in Ken-
have been supreme for
last half century. And if
y thinks they can be lick-
asily now he had better do
more thinking. We must
kid ourselves.
BABY CHICKS
and
STARTED CHICKS
U. S. APPROVED
RUM CONTROLLED
Y FOR DELIVERY
CE YOUR ORDER NOW
Pennyrile Hatchery
W. 7th St. Phone 804
and MRS. H. B. BAKER,
Managers
Hopkinsville, Ky.
m. M. YOUNG
Ilia-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.
Jrn
opkinsville
e9g0A,
icarson
for
Omen's
ear
ncorporatild
exclusively yours
. A. Woodall
nsurance Agency
Established
ot For A Day, But
For All Time."
e Stay and Pay
n you buy incur-
from this Agency,
are bringing"secur-
Civic leaders and newspaper
folk who hope to make Ken-
tucky a truly great state with-
out a bitter fight to a finish
would serve the cause better if
they dropped out of the ranks
now instead of turning tail when
the battle gets tough. This is
my own assertion, but I could
write a whole book to prove it.
The Committee for Kentucky
has got off to a good start and
the response from the public has
exceeded all expectations, but
we are little beyond the re-
cruiting stage and brass band
parades. The hard sledding is
nearly all ahead of us.
It behooves every leader in
the movement for a better Ken-
tucky to commit Pulitzer's creed
to memory and repeat it to him-
self at least once a week.
The first air mail letter, sent
to Benjimin Franklin when he
was living in France in 1785, was
carried in a balloon across the
English channel.
The mariner's compass was
known to the Chinese in 115 B. C.
NOT SOUGHT BY UNITED NATIONS—Postmaster Horace C.
Weaver sits on the porch of general store, housing post office
of UNO, tiny community in Virginia. He and other UNO in-
habitants just don't figure the United Nations headquarters will
come to UNO, Va. (AP Wirephoto)
Tennessee 'Orchid King'
May Dethrone Brittania
By Marion Coleman
(AP N•wateatur•s)
London—England, undisputed
king of the world orchid mar-
ket for 80 years, is fast being
dethroned by the United States,
according to Clint McDade, one
of the top ranking orchid grow-
ers in America.
McDade, here to close a $100,-
000 transaction for the purchase
and shipment to America of the
world famous Armstrong-Brown
orchid plant collection at Tun-
bridge Wells, said:
"The American hybridizers
have made such rapid strides
during the past ten years that
we soon are going to be giving
England soverwhelming compe-
tition for first place in produc-
ing the world's finest orchids."
America already has out-strip-
ped England in the production
of blooms for cut flower pur-
poses, McDade said, and in grow-
ing plants on a quantity basis.
During the war, ships that
transported guns and other war
materials to Britian returned to
other world ports with thous-
ands of dollars worth of orchids
in their holds. Of those going to
America, 35 percent went to Mc-
Dade's 13 gigantic greenhouses
on Signal Mountain, Chattanoo-
ga, Tennessee, according to an
estimate by the Britich "Orchid
Review."
McDade, who turned one lit-
tle greenhouse full of "hobby"
orchids into a business that an-
nually takes in $15,000 from the
sale of plants and cut flowers,
ships plants to nurseries and
florists throughout the United
States, Hawaii, Columbia, Ven-
ezuela, Cuba and Costa Rico, and
has orders on hand from Aus-
tralia to be filled as soon as
the ban is lifted there.
The purchase of the Arm-
strong-Brown collection, gener-
ally recognized as the finest col-
lection of Cypripedium plants
to the 100,000 McDade already
has.
The elder McDade, who is
president of the Soutland News
Company, has other horticul-
tural interests, including the
Semmes Camellia Nurseries in
Mobile, Alabama, which he
bought from the United States
Government alien property cus-
todian last year for $180,000. It
had been the property of 'I'.
Kiyono, a Japanese.
Asked if it were true that
one variety of orchid was "good
to eat with sugar and cream,"
he said:
"Absolutely—if you wait for it
to turn into a seed pod, extract
the contents, add the sugar and
cream and freeze the mixture.
Vanilla, you know. From the
vanilla orchid."
Louisiana has been an inde-
pendent state twice—for 10
months after revolt against
Spanish rule in 1789, and for
six weeks after secession from
the union before joining the Con-
federacy in 1881.
The first recorded abdication
of a sovereign was Sylla's, the
Roman dictator, in 79 B. C.
Ammimummir
SERVICE
CABS
3 Cars on Duty Day and Nite
Headquarters opposite ,
R. K. Depot and P'ton Hotel
Courteous Treatment
and
Efficient Service
PHONE
3 3 8 -J
We go any where at any time
FOR SALE or TRADE
For smaller house with large lot,
and take the difference —
Nice, 7-room home with all modern
conveniences; located on a concrete
street, 4 blocks from courthouse.
Valued at —
• $5000.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION!
SEE OR CALL
Alvin Lisanby
Phones 67 and 167
Ever try a two-meal Sunday
with meat for the late breakfast?
Make tiny meat balls, flavor with
onion, salt, nutmeg and blend
in bread crumbs softened in
milk and simmer covered until
gravy thickens.
The Danish merchant Fahren-
heit, who invented the thermom-
Lady Holds Top Hand
For Kentucky Derby
Louisville, Ky. —(A')— It may
be the Main Chance Farm
against the field when the horses
parade to the post May 4 for the
72nd running of the Kentucky
Derby.
At any rate, four of Mrs. Eliz-
abeth Graham's six nominations
have been established among the
early favorites in this year's Run
for the Roses and the $100,000
added money.
Headed by Knockdown, the
Graham favorites include Star
Pilot, Lord Boswell and Colony
Boy. Two others, War Pippin
and Perfect Bahram, complete
the six colts nominated by Maine
Chance.
Ex-Gls Don't Soldier
On School Assignments
Minneapolis — AP — Former
servicemen at the University of
Minnesota are taking their
schooling in a serious vein.
Out of 1,594 veterans enrolled
for the fall quarter, only six
dropped out because of poor
scholarship, says Curtis E.
Avery, director of the Bureau
of Veterans affairs; midway in
the winter quarter, for which
8,000 enrolled, not one had left
school for that reason.
"Army men and women com-
ing back to civilian life display
a strength of purpose and serious-
ness very different from that of
students in the prewar years,"
said Prof. Howard P. Lonkstaff,
head of the psychology depart-
ment.
Overseas Army service is mak-
ing 'citizens of the world' out of
MISSING BOY — Three-year-
old Mayer Trobman, Philadel-
phia, who has been reported
missing by his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Trobman.
The mother said the boy dis-
appeared early March 27. (AP
Wirephoto)
Coffee, chocolate and tea were
among the first products ad-
ertised in newspapers.
Face Lifting Begun
At Churchill Downs
Louisville, Ky.— (R) —Historic
Churchill Downs is having its
face lifted for this year's Ken- rity limits.
tucky Derby on May 4.
All lower clubhouse boxes are
being elevated, 250 more are be-
ing added and a new totalizator
is being erected on the infield in
front of the clubhouse.
In addition, new lounges, patios
and entrances are being built
and a new coat of paint will be
applied to the clubhouse and
grandstand. As usual, the flow-
ers along the infield will be in
full bloom when Derby Day
rolls around.
The word private, referring to
army rank, was the name origi-
nally given to soldiers hired by
feudal barons in their private
wars.
The first copyright act in the
United States was passed in 1790.
Peter Stuyvesant daterininapt
the size of Albany, N.Y., in 1652
by firing one cannon ball north,
another squth, and declaring all
land betwten the shots within
W. IL Johnson
J. Y. O'Bannen
For Immediate
Delivery On
MONUMENTS
SEE OUR STOCK—THE
LARGEST IN WEST KY.
Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.
402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799
For Sale
Nice four-room dwelling; located on Brown
street. See or call
John E. Young
Insurance and Real Estate
S. Harrison St. Phone 25
FREE NYLONS
The Leader is now givin away as a
circulation building measure
300 Pairs of Nylon Stockings
THESE NYLONS ARE FIRST QUALITY, 54-GUAGE, ALL-NYLON AND FULL-
FASHIONED, CEILING PRICE $1.65 A PAIR
gliwsettellata cla Qei 2/amit 14ee Nflond
Bring two new subscriptions, for one year each, to The Leader office, at $1.50 each
(regular price) and get a certificate redeemable at
Finkel's Fair Store
#
for one pair of the FIRST QUALITY NYLONS. Take certificate to Finkel's store and get your proper size of
the stockings. That's all there is to it . . . except that no renewal subscriptions will count in this offer
and only NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS going to persons residing in PRINCETON AND CALDWELL COUNTY will
be accepted.
Pastioe4 calf 300 Pa44i will 4e given ?quay
THE LEADER WAS ABLE TO OBTAIN ONLY THIS NUMBER OF PAIRS OF FIRST QUALITY NYLONS AND
WHEN THEY'RE GONE . . . THAT'S MU
PLEASE do not ask us to accept subscriptions going to persons living outside Caldwell county on this offer
as certificates will be issued only to residents of Princeton and the county.
YOUR NYLONS ARE wArrING FOR YOU AT FINKEL'S FAIR STORE TODAY
•
•
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Women Conducting
Active Campaign
In Cancer Fight
Good Start Made To-
ward County's Goal Of
$1,000, Mrs. F. K. Wylie,
Chairman, Reports
Donations to Princeton's cancer
control campaign, annually spon-
sored here by the Woman's Club,
with Mrs. F. K. Wylie as chair-
man, have totalled $130 to Wed-
nesday, with no gift larger than
$5, she said. The drive, launched
Monday, will continue through-
out April. Quota is $1,000.
Educational literature is being
put in the hands of Caldwell
citizens by members of the club,
as part of the program to help
combat this dread disease, Mrs.
Wylie said, 500 pieces having
been distributed in the court-
house Tuesday.
Dr. Charles Tucker, State edu-
cational director in the cancer
fight, will be in Princeton Thurs-
day and Friday, April 11-12. He
will address the Jaycees in their
meeting Thursday night, speak
in the schools, confer with local
doctors, giving information about
cancer and ways to detect it in
early stages.
Booths for collecting gifts will
be operated in the banks and at
the courthouse Friday and Sat-
urday and headquarters is estab-
lished at Wylie's Drug Store.
Mrs. Harold Wilson is acting
treasurer, in the absence of Mrs.
J. M. Pool.
Funds donated here in the
Woman's Club's annual cancer
control campaign will help to
maintain nine cancer clinics in
Kentucky, Mrs. T. C. Carroll,
commander of the Kentucky
Field Army, said this week.
Murray's Queen
Murray, April 2—Eight let-
termen were named for the
Murray Training School by
Coach Roy Stewart today. The
Training School Colts won 21
basketball games and lost 4
during the 1945-46 season.
Miss Hilda Dortch, freshman
of the Training School, was
selected as "Basketball Queen"
for the season.
Notice
I will not be responsible for
any debts made by my wife,
Mary E. Akers, on or after this
date. This April 1, 1946.
J. R. AKERS
More children and youths up
to 19 years old die of cancer
each year than from scarlet
fever, diphtheria, infantile par-
alysis, typhoid fever, meningitis,
dysentery and calaria combined,
Mrs. Carroll's letter says, and
cancer is killing more women of
the Nation, each year, and fathers
at the height of their earning
power are frequently victims of
the Nation's No. 1 enemy, cancer.
Notice!
We are now in a position to give
you service on Ford Tractors, as we
have a fair supply of parts, and a good
mechanic to serve you.
C&L TRACTOR CO.
E. Court Square
Police Court Was
Busy In March
City To Install New
Water Hydrant In Cedar
Hill Cemetery
March was a record-breaking
month in Princeton Police Court
activities, according to reports
read at Monday night's Council
session, showing 61 cases docket-
ed, with fines and costs totaling
$879 and actual collections of
$770.50.
Most of The cases charged
drunkenness; one, operating a
motor vehi,cle while intoxicated,
was fined $100 and costs with
revocation of driver's license;
one, charged with harboring dogs,
was fined $10 and costs; the
charge of permitting chickens to
run at large was filed away
against one.
Fire Chief Conway Lacy's re-
port showed response had been
made to four fire alarms during
the month, at a cost of $166 for
services of firemen. Fire drills
at schools during the month
showed much improvement, the
report said, both as to closing
all doors and windows and the
length of time required in evacu-
ating the school buildings.
As a means of improving the
efficiency of the firemen, Chief
Lacey urged attendance at a
school for firemen to be held
next month at Henderson.
Report of the water superin-
tendent showed installation of
1,442 meters with eight new
water taps made during the
month. The month's receivable
water accounts totaled $2,202.01.
The Water Superintendent was
instructed to install an additional
hydrant in Cedar Hill Cemetery.
Disbursements from the treas-
ury for March totaled $4,253.74,
while balances at close of the
month aggregated $14,872.41,
with more than $10,000 available
for operating expenses.
Card Of Thanks
We wish to [hank the following
for making the trip to Louisville
Saturday for the purpose of
Joseph's Hospital: J. W. Perry,
donating blood to J. B. Pidcock
during his serious illness at St.
L. J. Hogan, Jimmie Richardson,
Bayless Wadlington, ;Clyde
Fletcher, Lonnie Bealmer and
Jimmy Taylor.
His wife, parents and
family, ltp
Sows Sericea Lespedeza
W. H. Pennington sowed five
acres of sericea lespedeza this
spring, the first to be sown in
Harlan county. It is on wet land,
and County Agent Allan C. Da-
vis believes sericea will grow
better there than common kinds
of lespedeza.
Invest in Good Foods!
In our opinion, there is no better investment that a person can make
today than good food.
Stacks and Stacks of good foods are waiting for you at the Red Front
Stores everywhere.
CHOCOLATE BONBON
CAKES, bulk,' pound
KOKO DAR
COOKIES, bulk, pound
6 O'CLOCK SWEET
CORN No. 2 can
ARCADE (full strength)
AMMONIA quart bottle
RED DEVIL PICKLED
PEPPERS 3 oz. bottle
HERSHEY BREAKFAST
COCOA, 1/2 pound box
26(
25(
1 lf
12c
10C
Sunsweet California Dried
PEACHES bulk, pound 36(
Blue Tag Certified Cobbler Seed t
Potatoes, 10 lb. 37¢, bag 29
SILVER SLICED SECTIONS
GRAPE FRUIT No. 2 can 25(
BROOKS VEGETABLE
SOUP 303 can
LADY BETTY
MINCEMEAT 15 oz. jar
THE PERFECT TOILET SOAP
OLIV-ILO , cake
BATTLESHIP PURE
MUSTARD quart jar
Parker House (vacuum packed)
COFFEE 1 pound tin
CLOROX LAUNDRY
BLEACH, qt. 19¢, 1/2 gal.
(The best that's made)
ONION SETS, White, lb. 9¢
Gallon 35¢, Bag  $2.49
Yellow, lb 71/4, Gal. 25,
Bag  $1.99
14et4 Otiiitti and Ve9eta4lett
FLORIDA RED TRIUMPH NEW POTATOES
Small enough to be tends)r and large enough to be. easy to. prepare.
Try pouring melted butter and cheese_ with some chopped parsley over
them. 't makes a rich but easily digested dish and is almost a com-
plete meal in itself.
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY' ALL THE TIME
RED FRONT
CASH & CARRY STORES
•
Back To School
Lena Pearl Lindsey (above),
14-year-old divorcee, prepares
to return eighifi grade of
Memphis, Tenn., school. She
was married last year to a
sailor in Mississippi with the
consent of her mother. Her
mother was married at the
age of 12. (AP Wirephoto)
CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR TRUCKING and Hauling
call William S. Guess at 338-J,
Service Cab Co., opposite
Princeton Hotel and I. C. De-
pot. ltc
FOR SALE—Oldsmobile, 4-door
sedan. Tires good, motor in
good condition. Call 338-J,
Service Cab Co., opposite'
Princeton Hotel and I. C. De-
pot. ltc
FOR SALE—Frying-size chick-
ens. Mary Jane Baker. Tele-
phone 2206, Fredonia. ltp
FOR SALE — Solid mahogany
double bed, prewar springs
and mattress. Phone 510. ltp
STARTED—Heavy males; at a
reduced Price. Helm's Hatch-
ery. ltp
FOR RENT—Furnished, 2-room
apartment. Private entrance,
gas stove, running water hot
and cold in room, private back
porch. Minor Higgins, 406 W.
Main. ltp
FOR SALE—Black English bull,
with papers; three milk cows
and three heifers. Connie Da-
vis. Phone 206-M, Princeton,
Route 3, on Harold McGowan
farm. 2t
ALL-METAL Scooters, $2.25 and
$3.98, while they last. Ben
Franklin Store. ltc
FOR SALE—Lot on Cherry
street. Call 726-J. ltp
FOR SALE—Upright piano. Call
238-J. Can be seen at 103
McNary at. ltp
BOOKS FOR SALE—For young-
sters and grown-ups. Don't
fail to read "How to Live Com-
fortably. Price $2. Postpaid.
Write "Books," 115 N. Clay
St., Memphis, Missouri.
HELM'S pullorum controlled
chicks—immediate delivery—
holder four worlds' records
—brooding bulletins—Helm's
HATCHERY — across from
hitchyard—Princeton.
FOR SALE—'41 Dodge truck:
11/2 T; long wheel base; good
tires and new motor. See or
call Earl Guinn. Tel. 3402. 2tp
FOR SALE—Bedroom suite in
good condition. Can be seen
at 102 Dawson Road after
3:30 o'clock. ltp
BUY CHICKS NOW.—.Early
chicks produce early fall lay-
ers. Early chicks produce broil-
ers for early high-priced
markets. Paramount Hatchery,
Eddyville, Phone 3062. tf
ORDER CHICKS EARLY.—
Avoid delays in delivery. See
the chicks you are buying.
Book orders now. Blood-tested,
U. S. Approved Pullorum con-
trolled. Paramount Hatchery,
Eddyville, Phone 3062. tf
BUY CHICKS NEAR HOME.—
Avoid chilling. Place orders
now. All popular breeds from
carefully seligted flocks. Para-
mount Ha ery, Eddyville,
Phone 3062. tf
ilaut AcIoassod
to fix up the borne,
repair the car,
buy seasonal clothing,
pay Easter bills and
meet other expenses of
the Spring season.
Soo or phony ao
Jor • lose-.-
NOW'.
INTERSTATE
Veteran Returns
To Job With A&P
Among veterans who have re-
turned to their former jobs in
Princeton is Seaman 1/c Robert
Lee Johnson, who served in the
Pacific theater.
Johnson was with the Joint
Naval Intelli,
gence Center.
His unit coordi-
nated maps and
photographs of
islands months
before invasions
were scheduled.
After 20 months
Rom. Johnson in service, John-
son is returning
to his former job at the A&P
Food Store, 115 West Court
Street, Princeton, where he had
worked eight months before en-
tering the Navy.
Johnson is a native of Prince-
ton. He married the former Vir-
ginia Miller and they have one
daughter, Margaret Ann.- The
family lives at 210 Baldwin ave-
nue. Johnson's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Johnson, also live
in Princeton, at 403 Stone street.
Livestock Market
Sales were fully steady com-
pared with last week on the
Princeton Livestock Market Mon-
day, it was reported by Brad
Lacy, manager. Stock cattle was
reported a little higher. Total
sold was 915 head. Baby beeves
topped at $16; No. 1 veals, $17.50
and hogs, $14.45. All fat hogs,
120 pounds and up, sold at ceil-
ing prices.
Shot In Car
Mildred Hensley, 22, (shown
above) was shot to death along
with her companion, .John Lo-
well, 47, as thel sat in an
automobile parked on a down-
town-street in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Police are holding Donald
Morgan, 31, on a double mur-
der charge. (AP Wirephoto)
Cereal Story
Bern, Switzerland —(11')— The
Allies have allocated 175,000 tons
of cereals to Switzerland for
1946, although the Swiss asked
for 5_00,000 tons ,according to the
paper, Swiss Trade News, which
said Switzerland needed 400,-
000 tons to maintain its daily
bread ration of 250 grams.
Monuments
In all price ranges.
See us before buying.
John Davis & Son
PRINCETON, KY.
Phone 96 & 425
Thursday, April 4,
DEPENDABL
INSURAN
John E. Young A
WALLPAPE
We are receiving many beautiful new potte
regularly. Papers not previously shown he
ENSEMBLES
PLAIN PAPERS
TILE,PATTERNS
All Papers In Stock For
Immediate Delivery.
Let us help you select the proper coloring and ,i,.-Ign
your home. You'll be surprised how beautiful :n
pensive really fine wall paper will be.
C ORNETTE'
HOPKINSVILLII, KIINTUCKY
CANNED FOOD
A TEMPTING ARRAY OF VALUES AT A &
IONA
PEAS Dozen1.32
A & P GOLDEN CREAM STYLE
CORN Dozen1.56 20-0z.Can
PUNCH OR HASTING (Dozen 1.28)
TOMATO JUICE
IONA (Dozen 1.32)
GREEN BEANS
No. 2
Can
18-0z.
Can
No. 2
Can
LORD MOTIS COTTAGE MIXED
Vegetable Dozen0 1.56 No. 2Can
JACK -0-LANTERN
Sw. Potatoes Dozen No. 22.28 Can
JACKSON (Dozen 1.20)
Diced- Carrots No. n2
DEERFDILD
ASPARAGUS D217 No. 2Can
Dozen No. 2
1.56 Can
Grocery Values
OUR OWN
TEA
COFFEE
8 O'CLOCK
POPULAR BRAND
CIGARETTES
WHITEHOUSE
EVAP MILK
Ann Page Spaghetti or
MACARONI
N. B. C.
RITZ CRACKERS
SANYFIELD
CORN FLAKES
HOT CROSS
BUNS
1/2-lb. pkg.
3 Lb.Bag
Ctn.
Inc. Tax
31(
59(
$1.46
4 
Tall 35(
1-16.
Pkg. 1 2(
1-Lb.
Pkg.
11-oz.
-Pkg.
2kpkg.
10c 11 Gr. &B
(Dozen 
i
.24)
t24) Juice Can46 Oz
13c
10c
11c
13c
19c
10c
19c
13c
RICHLAND PREPARED
BORDO SWEET (Dozen 4.92)
ORANGE JUICE 46-(3zCan
DON RIO (Dozen 4.20)
BLEND JUICE 46-0z.Can
PRUNES Dozen 3.36 No. 21/2Glass
MISSION BELL
PEACHES No. 10Tin
LUCKY TRAIL UNPEELED HALVED
APRICOTS No. 10Tin
SUNNYSIDE (Dozen 3.00)
TOMATO JUICE
DEPENDABLE (Dozen 1.32)
TURNIP GREENS r4C3a n2
IONA (Dozen 1.44)
CORN WhiteCream Style No. 2Can
27
41
35
28
87
96
25
11
12
Crisp Fresh Fruits and Vegetables.
ICEBERG 48 SIZE HEAD
LETTUC
FLORIDA RED BLISS
POTATOES
ROUND RED TEXAS
RADISHES
60 Size
2 hds. 20¢
10 Lbs.
70¢
OS
CRISP HOME GROWN
KALE for SPINACH 2 lbs. 21¢
SNOW WHITE
CAULIFLOWER
CALIFORNIA
PEAS full pod 2 lbst 33¢
2 hds. 27
5 lbs. 35
2 Bunches 11
JUICY CALIFORNIA
LEMONS 300 size doz. 35
JUICY FLORIDA
hd. 29¢ ORANGES 8 lb. bag 5
TEXAS SEEDLESS
GRAPEFRUIT 4 for 19
Fine Meat and Fish
RIBIRIRIspoPs
SLICEFR ).1q0 HAM -
PORK SAUSAGE
. . lb. 41e
• . lb. 50c
lb. 35c
FREH CUT VP
BREAST & LEGS lb. 79¢
•• WINGS lb. 39¢ BACKS lb. 19¢
WHITING lb. 1 - 
SKINi.ESS
7¢ HADDOCK FILLETS lb. 37¢
SKINLESS PUSH PAN DRESSED
FRANKFURTERS lb. 36¢ CATFISH lb. 43¢
SUNNYB1ROOK
EGGS Large Ctn.Grade A Doz.
CRESTVIEW EGGS ctn. doz. 4
CHEESE FOOD SPREAD
CHED-O-BIT lb. loaf
Evitrosikrzin
PEACHES lb.
CALIFORNIA
*-110-BAIM
JANE PARKER
DONUTS doz.
PEACH
COFFEE CAKE each
LADY BALTIMORE
SQUARE CAKE ea.
All prices subject to change wit
notice due to market conditions.
A&PFOOD STORES
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